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ABSTRACT 

 
The aim of this work was to estimate the role of sentential context in idiom recognition. It is 

believed that context can facilitate lexical word comprehension and production, already at the 

early stages (van Berkum et al. 2003; Canal et al. 2015). The exact nature of the facilitation 

provided by context is particularly interesting in the case of idioms given that, first, their 

meaning is not derived compositionally, and second, they can be ambiguous with regard to 

their literal and figurative readings. Assuming that context can facilitate the recognition of an 

idiom, the facilitation could be observed via movement of the idiom recognition point (IRP; 

Cacciari and Tabossi 1988), i.e., one would expect the IRP to appear on the word(s) preceding 

the IRP, which would have been established without the supporting context. Alternatively, the 

facilitation could be reflected solely in idiom production time differences. Another research 

question concerned the differences in context types. The context supporting the more salient 

(i.e., default; Giora 1997) meaning of an expression was be expected to facilitate production 

to a greater degree than the context promoting the less salient meaning of the same 

expression. A two-stage online cloze probability study was conducted in order to verify these 

hypotheses. 50 native speakers of Polish were asked to provide spoken continuations of 

idiomatic expressions (Experiment A) and sentences containing idioms (Experiment B). The 

responses were recorded, transcribed (in order to estimate idiom cloze probabilities), and 

coded (in order to measure idiom production times). The obtained data provided partial 

support for the Configuration Model and full support for the Graded Salience Hypothesis. 

Although a statistically significant difference was observed between mean cloze probabilities 

of idioms embedded in the salient context and idioms presented without context, the IRP did 

not move. In accordance with Giora’s (1997) model, the less salient context facilitated the 

production of idioms to a lesser extent than the more salient context, which was reflected both 

in higher cloze probabilities and in faster production times in the salient versus non-salient 

context condition. 
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Introduction1 

 
Traditionally, idioms were considered to have a special status among other linguistic 

expressions and, mainly due to their postulated non-decomposability, they were assumed to 

be memorized and processed as separate chunks (Hockett 1958). However, with the growth 

and development of various psycholinguistic techniques, the treatment of idioms has changed. 

Currently, the majority of modern theories concerning the comprehension and production of 

figurative language, e.g., the Configuration Model of Cacciari and Tabossi (1988) or Giora’s 

Graded Salience Hypothesis (1997) are considered as hybrid, i.e., they emphasize the 

importance of the access to the literal meaning of an idiom along with the figurative meaning.  

Indeed, there exists a substantial group of idioms that may be, and often are, used literally. 

Although some of these literal interpretations may evoke a feeling of a certain awkwardness 

among native speakers of a given language (e.g., it is definitely possible but probably not very 

plausible to cry over the spilt milk), there are some idiomatic expressions whose literal 

counterparts are used frequently and successfully (here one could think about a piece of cake 

or kicking the bucket). It seems that it is the context provided by the wider discourse that helps 

one select the relevant meaning. Still, the leading theoretical assumption is that it is the 

idiomatic (i.e., more salient) meaning that is activated first in the case of one’s native 

language (Giora 1997).  

 Thus, the main goal of this work is to investigate the role of context in the processing 

of idioms. More specifically, the research questions asked here are whether and, if so, in what 

way, context can facilitate the processing of idioms. Potentially, such a facilitation could be 

observed by means differences in reactions times and movement of the idiom’s key (whereby 

the idiom’s key is defined as the point at which a given expression is recognised as 

idiomatic). The expectation would thus be that, in an appropriate context, the idiom’s key 

                                                
1 This research has been conducted within the DAAD Programme for Project-Related Personal Exchange, as part 
of the research project “Linguistic predictions in context: Collocations and selection from a psycholinguistic and 
corpus linguistic perspective”, 2017-2018, project leaders: Prof. Joanna Błaszczak (University of Wrocław) and 
Prof. Roland Meyer (Humboldt University of Berlin). 
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could be relocated, i.e., the point at which an idiom is recognized as idiomatic might be 

expected to occur earlier. Consequently, in order to answer the question about the role of 

context in idioms’ comprehension and production, a series of probability cloze tests with time 

measurements was designed. The other research question asked in this thesis involves the 

differences between the contexts promoting the more salient and the less salient meanings of 

an idiomatic expression. As such, the types of contexts used in the study had to differ with 

respect to the dimension of saliency as well. 

 The work is structured in the following way: Chapter 1 provides a theoretical 

background related to linguistic predictions and discusses the role of anticipation 

mechanisms. Chapter 2 presents and compares the current models of the processing of the 

figurative language, with an emphasis on idioms. In addition, a summary of previous 

experimental studies related to the processing of idioms is provided. Chapter 3 describes an 

experimental study whose goal was to shed a new light on the role of context in the 

processing of idioms. More specifically, it was an online probability cloze test, preceded by a 

series of pre-tests (in order to select a most uniform set of idioms, with respect to such criteria 

as familiarity, predictability, saliency, literality, etc.). The predicted outcome of this study was 

to verify the assumptions concerning the role of context as stated by the Graded Salience 

Hypothesis (Giora 1997) as well as the Configuration Model (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988). 

Finally, the last section, Conclusions, provides the summary of the thesis and presents the 

general conclusions drawn from the results of the experimental research. 
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Chapter 1: Prediction in Context 
 

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the notion of linguistic context and its role in online 

processing. As anticipating mechanisms are an inherent part of human nature, such that they 

could be considered a necessary pre-requisite enabling the species’ survival (van Berkum et 

al. 2005: 443), it is not surprising that there are many sources of evidence emphasizing the 

role of prediction in language. One of the most significant questions one could ask about the 

role of context (be it either sentential or discourse) is then not whether but rather when it 

affects processing. With respect to this issue, two types of accounts will be presented in the 

first section of the chapter: integrative and predictive accounts. While the former assumes that 

the recognition of a word in context is bottom-up, the latter treats it as a top-down process. 

Also, various psycholinguistic methods, which make it is possible to investigate the impact of 

context on language perception, will be introduced. First, event-related potential studies and 

the significance of the ERP components is going to be discussed (section 1.1.) and the 

summary of behavioural studies, such as self-paced reading or experiments involving the 

lexical priming paradigm, follows (section 1.2.). Finally, factors that may potentially 

influence the anticipation mechanisms will be mentioned, chief among them being age and 

the role of cerebral hemispheres (section 1.3.).  

 

1.1. Prediction in context as reflected in ERP studies 
 

The role of context in the processing of linguistic material seems to be a popular topic of 

interest within the domain of psycholinguistics, one that has recently been investigated by 

numerous researchers (e.g., van Berkum et al. 2003; Camblin, Gordon, and Swaab 2007; 

Federmeier 2007; Chow and Phillips 2013). One of the experimental techniques that 

demonstrates how the anticipation mechanisms work is the event-related potential (ERP) 

method, which originally stemmed from the electroencephalography method and dates back 

to the 1980s (Kaan 2007: 571). Its methodology, though quite complex, is primarily based on 

the averaging of the electrical activities of the brain, measured by the electrodes placed on the 
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participant’s scalp. The waveforms typically elicited under specific conditions in 

psycholinguistic tasks are known as ERP components and are described in terms of “their 

polarity (negative or positive), timing (latency) of the onset or the peak, their duration, and 

their distribution across the scalp” (Kaan 2007: 537). For example, an N400 component is a 

has negative polarity with a peak around 400 ms after the target’s onset, and it is typically 

associated with semantically anomalous items (see examples (1a) and (1b) below). 

 One of the most significant advantages of this method is its good temporal resolution. 

In addition, the existence of various ERP components enables the researchers to identify the 

processes that take place in the brain much more precisely than in the case of other common 

psycholinguistic methods, such as the self-paced reading or eye-tracking, not to mention the 

offline methods, such as the grammaticality judgement tasks. Another important aspect of the 

ERP method is that it does not involve the need for an explicit task (Kaan 2007: 585), and that 

it is possible to present the participants with various types of stimuli (not only written 

sentences but, also, auditory stimuli). 

 There are at least a few ERP components, which can be influenced by the linguistic 

context. First, a decrease in the amplitude of the N400 component is observed when the 

upcoming words are highly predictable (e.g., Federmeier and Kutas 1999a). The ERP 

component known as the N400 has traditionally been associated with semantic anomalies 

since 1980s, when it was first observed and linked to unexpected (i.e., semantically 

anomalous in the context of a given sentence) words that usually appeared sentence-finally, as 

illustrated by the well-known examples in (1) (see Kutas and Hillyard 1980; Kutas and 

Hillyard 1983). Compare the contrast between the unexpected (semantically anomalous) 

sentence ending in (1b) vs. the expected (semantically congruent) one in (1a):  

(1) a. He spread the warm bread with butter. 

  b. He spread the warm bread with socks. 

  (Kutas and Hillyard 1980) 

In fact, every open-class word elicits an N400; it is its amplitude that can be treated as a 

measure of semantic (in)congruency between a given word and the context in which it is 

presented. More specifically, the higher the amplitude, the less suitable the word is in a 

specific context. 
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 Whether the context responsible for the effect is limited to the sentence in which the 

target word is embedded has been widely discussed and empirically tested, for instance, by 

van Berkum et al. (1999). The question the researchers wanted to answer regarded the 

potential impact of the discourse semantics on the N400 amplitude. More precisely, van 

Berkum et al. wondered whether a sentence such as “David covered the warm bread with 

salami [would] elicit an N400 effect if prior discourse had introduced David as a vegetarian 

who never touches any kind of meat?” (van Berkum et al. 1999: 658). To examine this, two 

experiments were designed. The aim of the first one was to elicit a discourse-semantic ERP 

effect, and the goal of the other was to compare the obtained results with the standard N400 

effect. 

 The subjects listened to 2-sentence stories in Dutch (exemplified in (2)) followed by 

the third sentence whose last word was either discourse-coherent (2a) or discourse-incoherent 

(2b):  

(2)  As agreed upon, Jane was to wake her sister and her brother at five o’clock in 

the morning. However, the sister had already washed herself, and the brother 

had even got dressed. 

 a.  Jane told the brother that he was exceptionally quick. 

 b.  Jane told the brother that he was exceptionally slow. 

 (van Berkum et al. 1999: 659) 

Although the discourse-incoherent words were acceptable in the local sentences (i.e., the third 

sentence of the mini-stories, (2b) in at the case at hand), the influence of the wider discourse 

was visible in the results. The amplitude of the N400 elicited on the target word was higher in 

condition (2b) when compared with (2a). When compared with the standard N400 effect (i.e., 

the one elicited by semantically incongruous words used in sentences presented in isolation, 

that is, sentences not embedded in a larger discourse), the nature of the discourse-dependent 

N400 was similar in terms of “overall morphology, time course, and scalp distribution” (van 

Berkum et al. 1999: 657). 

 Interestingly, the discourse, understood in terms of the preceding sentence(s), does not 

seem to be the only factor taken into account by the speaker when judging a given word’s 

suitability in a specific context. This is already observable 200-300 ms after the word’s offset. 
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In fact, such purely pragmatic, social factors as, for instance, the subject’s identity, have been 

proven to be yet another source of the N400 effect (van Berkum et al. 2008). More concretely, 

such sentences as “If I only looked like Britney Spears” uttered in a male voice elicited a 

brain response comparable with an N400 effect, suggesting that it is not only language but 

also social context which plays a crucial role in the process of constructing meaning (van 

Berkum et al. 2008: 586). 

 The discussion so far has shown that context (both local [sentence] and non-local 

[discourse]) influences processing. An important question that needs to be clarified is at what 

point(s) exactly context influences processing. Federmeier (2007) distinguishes two types of 

accounts with respect to this question. According to the so-called integrative accounts, the 

facilitation can take place only after the lexical word has been recognised. Language users are 

thus assumed to recognize words in a bottom-up fashion, i.e., based on the information they 

have already been provided. On the other hand, there are the predictive accounts, which 

assume that some semantic or sensory features of the upcoming word may be pre-activated 

during to the preceding context. Due to this pre-activation, the word recognition process is 

more likely to be a top-down one, i.e., it enables language users to fully use the discourse 

context in the process of selecting a possible set of candidates matching this context 

(Federmeier 2007: 492). To test both the predictive and the integrative account, an ERP study 

(Federmeier and Kutas 1999a) was designed with participants reading such sentences as: 

(3)  The tourist in Holland stared in awe at the rows and rows of colour. She 

wished she lived in a place where they grew ___ 

 a. tulips 

 b. roses 

 c. pines 

(Federmeier and Kutas 1999a: 473) 

The sentences were presented in three conditions, in which they ended with: expected words 

(in this case, tulips), unexpected words of the same category (in this case, roses), or 

unexpected words of different category (in this case, pines). In accordance with the 

researchers’ hypothesis, the condition in which expected words (cf. (3a)) were presented 
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elicited a smaller N400 amplitude when compared with the other two endings. Quite 

interestingly, the within-category violations (cf. (3b)) elicited smaller N400 amplitudes when 

compared to the between-category violations (cf. (3c)) (Federmeier and Kutas 1999a: 484). 

This was interpreted as evidence supporting the predictive accounts, i.e., the differences in the 

amplitudes stemmed from the fact that some features of the pre-activated word (in this case, 

tulips), be it either semantic (e.g., [+FLOWER] [+PENTALS]) or perceptual features (e.g., 

[+COLOURFUL]), are shared with the word roses but not with pines.  

 It has also been observed that prediction mechanisms are able to determine the 

morpho-syntactic features of the words that are likely to appear next in the processed 

sentence. Evidence comes from contexts like that in (4). 

(4)  The day was breezy so the boy went out to fly an/a ___  

(Delong, Urbach and Kutas 2005, as mentioned in: Federmeier 2007: 493) 

In (4), the context sets up a strong expectation for the noun kite. Indefinite articles that 

mismatched the predicted forthcoming noun (in the example at hand: the indefinite article an) 

resulted in larger N400-like responses as compared to the condition in which an indefinite 

article matched the expected noun (in the example at hand: the indefinite article a preceding 

the expected noun kite) (Delong, Urbach and Kutas 2005, as mentioned in: Federmeier 2007: 

493).  

 Of course, if a false prediction has been made, this will incur some costs, for example, 

revision costs. In the case of the ERP studies, such costs are usually associated with “slow, 

frontally distributed positivity that [is] (...) selectively enhanced in response to unexpected 

words embedded in strongly constraining contexts” (compare examples (5a) vs. (5b) below) 

(Federmeier 2007: 493). 

(5)  Strongly constraining context: The child was born with a rare ___ 

 a. Unexpected word: gift 

 b. Expected word: disease     

(Federmeier 2007: 493) 

The exact nature of this late positivity, however, seems to require additional research. On the 

one hand, in ERP experiments in which the participants were presented with word pairs only 
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(as opposed to full sentences), no late positivity was observed (Lau et al. 2013). This can 

suggest that this kind of positivity should probably be associated with the “processes that are 

more likely to be engaged during sentence or discourse-level processing. For example, they 

may reflect a cost of undoing a higher-level combinatorial process that had been predictively 

instantiated” (Lau et al. 2013: 19). 

 On the other hand, Wlotko and Federmeier (2007) observed similar frontal positivities 

when the subjects were presented with less typical (as opposed to prototypical) members of a 

given category. To illustrate the procedure, the participants read category-cues (A type of 

bird…) followed by words of: high-typicality (in this case, a robin), low-typicality (in this 

case, a chicken), or incongruous words (in this case, a raccoon) (Federmeier 2007: 499). 

Notably, the late positivity was not observed in the last category mentioned above. It would 

seem to follow that this kind of positivity may not reflect the suppression of a false prediction, 

but rather it should be associated with an attempt to integrate some kind of less expected 

information into a larger context (Lau et al. 2013: 19). 

 Yet another ERP component that is associated with the mechanisms of prediction is 

the so-called P300. The component has traditionally been associated with the “oddball tasks” 

in which the participants are asked to discriminate an infrequent target from a group of 

frequent stimuli (the so-called P3a; see Policy 2012: 160). However, there exists one more 

sub-component of the P300. The so-called P3b is viewed as a result of target item detection 

and was observed, for instance, by Vespignani et al. (2010) in idiomatic (or deterministic) 

parsing. In other words, the P3b was elicited when the unique possible ending was 

encountered (e.g., the word nello in example (6a) as opposed to the N400 effect which is 

characteristic of literal (or probabilistic) parsing (example (6b)) (Vespignani et al. 2010: 

1697). 
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(6) a. an idiomatic sentence:  

Giorgio aveva un bucoRP
2 nelloRP+1 P3b stomaco quella mattina  

lit. ‘George had a hole in the stomach that morning’, which means: 

‘George was hungry that morning.’ 

 b. a non-idiomatic sentence:  

  Giorgio aveva un doloreRP N400 nelloRP+1 stomaco quella mattina  

  ‘George had a pain in the stomach that morning.’ 

 (Vespignani et al. 2010: 1685) 

Notably, P3b has a different latency when compared with P3a (with the one of P3a being a bit 

shorter). Also, these two sub-components differ in distribution, with P3a being anterior, and 

P3b usually being associated with posterior regions (Roehm et al. 2007: 1260). Looking at the 

phenomenon from the neurophysiological point of view, Polich (2012) suggests that every 

P300 effect obligatorily consists of both the P3a and the P3b. Under this account, the P3a is 

viewed as a result of a working memory representational change and early attention processes 

associated with such a change. Then, the signal driven by the attention-related processes is 

transmitted to the posterior (i.e., parietal and temporal) regions, with P3b being the effect of 

such a transmission (Polich 2012: 177).  

 To conclude, there are many ERP components that reflect the prediction mechanisms 

used by the parser. First, the N400’s amplitude is treated as a measure of semantic relatedness 

between the items encountered in the task. To put it differently, the N400 can be viewed as a 

kind of index of the mismatch between the predicted word and the actual input (Federmeier 

2007; Vespignani et al. 2010). Second, the so-called late positivity is assumed to reflect the 

process of integration of less expected information into a larger context (Lau et al. 2013). Last 

but not lease, the P3b sub-component of the P300 can usually be observed when a given word 

                                                
2 Recognition point (RP): the point at which the parsers recognize that the phrase they read is an idiom. “After 
the idiomʼs RP, the specific configuration is retrieved from semantic memory. The matching of the actual input 
(the idiom fragment) to the stored template (the idiomatic configuration) might be indexed by [….] a P300” 
(Vespignani et al. 2010: 1685). Following Verleger (1988), Vespignani et al. (2010: 1697) take P3b to reflect 
“the closure of an active expectation for the relevant event”. Such an interpration seems to be justified since “the 
constituents after the idiom’s RP are highly expected” (ibid.) 
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or phrase is highly predictable in a given context and the actual input matches the stored 

template (expectation-verification mechanisms in the sense of Vespignani et al. 2010). 

 

1.2. Prediction mechanisms in behavioural tasks 
 

The influence of the preceding context on the parser’s ability to anticipate what is going to 

appear next in the sentence has not only been observed in the ERP research but also in many 

other empirical studies applying various techniques. In fact, the nature of the processing 

facilitation obtained thanks to the context can be varied: first, in lexical decision tasks, 

reaction times are shortened if the preceding context is supportive (e.g., Fischler and Bloom 

1979, as mentioned in: Federmeier 2007: 491). Additionally, in self-paced reading 

experiments, the subjects are said to be more likely to skip the words that can be predicted on 

the basis of the context (e.g., Ehrlich and Rayner 1981, as mentioned in: Federmeier 2007: 

491). 

 Lexical decision tasks are a method very commonly used in psychology and in 

psycholinguistics. Usually, it is treated as an additional method implemented into 

experimental studies in order to check whether the subjects indeed process and comprehend 

the material presented to them (for instance, in an ERP or self-paced reading study). The 

subjects’ task is to determine whether a string of letters presented to them is a word or a non-

word. Usually, the strings are presented on the computer screen, and the subjects answer the 

question by pressing an appropriate key or button. With the aid of this technique, one usually 

investigates such phenomena as, for instance, semantic priming. However, the influence the 

context has on language processing has also been measured in lexical-decision tasks. For 

instance, Rommers et al.’s (2013) experiment has proven that reaction times are shortened if 

the preceding context is supportive.  

 In their study, the Dutch participants read sentences in which the same nouns (e.g., a 

lamp) were used either in idiomatic (in this case, to walk against the lamp3) or literal contexts 

(in this case, to light the new bulb into the lamp). Additionally, there were three conditions in 

which target words were presented (Rommers et al. 2013: 764): 

                                                
3 The meaning of this expression in Dutch is ‘to get caught’ (Rommers et al. 2013: 764).  
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• Condition A: critical words were shown in the form they appear in idioms (e.g., 

lamp); 

• Condition B: critical words were substituted with nouns from the same semantic field 

(in this case, a candle); 

• Condition C: unrelated control words were used (in this case, fish). 

When the preceding context was literal, the reaction times in Condition B were significantly 

faster when compared with the reaction times towards the unrelated words (i.e., Condition C). 

In other words, semantic relatedness between the correct, highly-expected nouns and nouns 

from the same semantic camp facilitated the processing. Interestingly, the relation was not 

observed in the figurative condition, thus providing support for the unitary models of idioms’ 

processing, i.e., the ones which assume that idiomatic expressions are stored as a whole in the 

mental lexicon (Rommers et al. 2013: 775). (The issue of idioms’ processing will be 

discussed in greater detail later in this work; see Chapter 2.) 

 One more technique frequently implemented in psycholinguistics is self-paced reading 

(SPR). Studies conducted by using this method are usually designed to measure the amount of 

time devoted to reading a given sentence. Participants have to press the key to proceed to the 

next phrase (the so-called phrase-by-phrase fashion) or word (the word-by-word fashion). 

Depending on the chosen variant of presentation, the previous segments either disappear from 

the screen (linear or central non-cumulative demonstration) or remain visible (linear 

cumulative demonstration). Sometimes, the participants do not determine the pace of reading 

on their own; in such cases, the experiment is programmed in such a way that every segment 

disappears automatically after a previously specified amount of time. Although the manner of 

presentation in SPR tasks differs from the way people naturally read texts, the method is 

assumed to have a very good temporal resolution and, because of that, is very commonly used 

in psycholinguistics (see Martinis 2010: 139-162).  

 One of the studies aimed at investigating the influence of context on the anticipation 

mechanisms was the study by van Berkum et al. (2005). The subjects were presented with a 

series of mini-stories such as (7):  
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(7) The burglar had no trouble locating the secret family safe. Of course, it was 

situated behind a … 

(van Berkum et al. 2005: 446) 

In a pre-test, the cloze probability of one possible ending (in this case, the word painting) was 

much higher than any other ending, only when embedded in the facilitating context, though. 

The researchers made use of the fact that Dutch nouns have “a fixed and essentially arbitrary 

syntactic gender feature” (ibid.: 446). When a Dutch noun is preceded by an adjective, the 

forthcoming noun’s gender may be deduced already on the basis of the adjective’s inflectional 

suffix. Consequently, the design containing prediction-consistent adjectives (7a) (i.e., the ones 

whose inflectional suffixes matched the gender of the highly-probable noun, and prediction-

inconsistent adjectives (7b) should allow the experimenters to check whether the subjects 

anticipate the forthcoming nouns. 

(7) a. … Of course, it was situated behind a big-∅neutral but unobtrusive   

     paintingneutral 

 b. … Of course, it was situated behind a big-ecommon but unobtrusive   

     bookcasecommon  

 (van Berkum et al. 2005: 446) 

According to the authors’ predictions, the participants slowed down in the inconsistent 

condition. This effect was not observable directly at the adjective, though. The results were 

explained by the researchers in terms of the so-called spill-over effect which is frequently-

observed self-paced reading tasks and could be defined as a slight delay in the participants’ 

reaction towards target stimuli. Van Berkum et al. (2005) explain the phenomena in terms of 

the strategies developed by the subjects who seemingly tend to accustom to the pace in which 

they press the buttons. Should they observe an unexpected element, they first press the 

buttons as many times as they have done before, and only then do they slow down (van 

Berkum et al. 2005: 459). All in all, the results were interpreted as suggesting that the subjects 

indeed anticipated the sentences’ endings (ibid.: 460). 
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1.3. Factors which influence the mechanisms of prediction 
 

One more question often asked in connection with the topic of linguistic prediction is whether 

prediction mechanisms are susceptible to the age-related deterioration, or, in other words, 

whether older speakers are likely to lose their ability to anticipate forthcoming words or 

phrases. Federmeier et al. (2002) have adopted the same paradigm as the one used in 

Federmeier and Kutas (1999a) (see section 1.1, ex. (3)). Although, the condition which 

contained expected words again led to the facilitation of processing (reflected in a smaller 

N400 amplitude), the differences between the two violation types were no longer visible. This 

makes older adults’ responses compatible with integrative rather than predictive accounts 

(recall section 1.1) as, contrary to the earlier research, the study provides no evidence for the 

pre-activation of semantic or perceptual features of the forthcoming nouns (Federmeier, 2007: 

494).  

 What other factors (apart from the effects of aging) can influence the process of 

making linguistic predictions? Certainly, one issue whose influence on sentence processing is 

frequently discussed in psycholinguistic literature is the impact of the cerebral hemispheres. 

Although it is the left hemisphere that is traditionally assumed to be more strictly involved in 

language-related phenomena (mainly due to the location of important language centres, i.e., 

Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas in the left hemisphere), the right hemisphere is often associated 

with more pragmatic aspects of language. Also, according to the Fine-Coarse Coding Theory 

(Beeman 1998; Jung-Beeman 2005), it is the right hemisphere which, due to its distinctive 

structure, performs a relatively coarser semantic coding, i.e., activates more semantic fields, 

with some of them only “remotely related to the input” (Cieślicka 2012: 64). 

 The differences between the processing of language by the two cerebral hemispheres 

may indeed be observed in various situations. For instance, patients who have undergone right 

hemisphere damages often have difficulties with the processing of jokes and indirect requests, 

or with extracting the main points from a narrative, to mention only a few of their problems 

(Federmeier 2007: 496). One could then expect significant differences in linguistic tasks, 

which involve prediction. Indeed, combining the visual half-field technique and ERP method 

in (Federmeier and Kutas 1999b) revealed that such differences exist. In their experiment, 
                                                
4 The pages refer to the author’s manuscript. 
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Federmeier and Kutas (1999b) used the same paradigm as that one employed by Federmeier 

and Kutas (1999a), which was described above, with one exception: the targets (i.e., expected 

words, unexpected words of the same category, or unexpected words of different category) 

were not presented centrally but appeared either in the left visual field (LFV) or the right 

visual field (RVF). In terms of the N400 amplitudes, the responses were similar to those 

elicited in Federmeier and Kutas (1999a) when analysing the RVF/LH only. In LVF/RH, 

however, the reactions towards within-category violations were comparable with the 

responses towards between-category violations. This would suggest that the right hemisphere 

is more sensitive to message-level information. The left hemisphere, in contrast, seems to be 

better prepared for making use of the predictive information (Federmeier 2007: 498). 

 

1.4. Chapter summary 
 

This chapter provided a short overview of various psycholinguistic techniques with the aid of 

which the influence of context on language processing can be measured. Along with lexical 

decision and SPR tasks, there are highly sensitive methods such as ERP, which, thanks to 

their various components, make it possible to carefully investigate language comprehension 

from the neurolinguistic point of view. The most important of these ERP markers are: N400 

whose amplitude reflects the degree of semantic relatedness between the previous discourse 

and target word, P3b evoked by the highly-expected words in a given context, and the so-

called late positivity which is usually associated with some revision costs.  

 The main findings of the studies focused on the processing of words in context seem 

to provide evidence for the role of general world-knowledge in word recognition tasks. Also, 

experimental research seems to suggest the correctness of the predictive as opposed to 

integrative accounts, thus emphasizing the significance of the notion of pre-activation. It is 

crucial to bear in mind, however, that such factors as age or the question of which brain 

hemisphere is engaged in a given task may influence the processing and thus have to be 

carefully controlled in any kind of psycholinguistic research aimed at examining prediction 

mechanisms. 
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Chapter 2: The Processing of Idioms 

 

The goal of this chapter is to give insight into the notion of idiom, which, despite being 

defined in various ways in the literature, has always been associated with semantic non-

decomposability (section 2.1.). Although one could find strong empirical evidence that idiom 

constituents are, in contrary to earlier assumptions, accessed literally, the questions about 

when and how idioms are decomposed still remains, at least to a certain degree, unanswered. 

Empirical studies focused on these issues will be briefly summarized in section 2.2. 

 As any kind of empirical research demands careful preparation of possibly uniform 

material (see Chapter 3), the most important classifications of idioms are going to be 

discussed later in the same section. Idioms have traditionally been divided on the basis of 

such notions as syntactic structure, literality, probability, compositionality, and saliency, to 

mention only a few. The most detailed discussion will be devoted to the last two notions 

mentioned above, because they have generated most controversies and attracted most 

empirical research. What follows is the discussion of major modern theories about the 

processing of figurative language, with a special emphasis on two of them: Cacciari and 

Tabossi’s (1988) Configuration Model and Giora’s (1997) Graded Salience Hypothesis 

(section 2.3.). 

 

2.1. The definition and classifications of idioms 
 

What is characteristic for such idiomatic phrases as to kick the bucket or to pop the question is 

that their meaning cannot (always) be derived directly from the meaning of their components. 

The first expression, alongside with carrying a literal meaning describing an event of moving 

a pail suddenly with somebody’s leg, can also be interpreted figuratively and denote the event 

of someone’s death. The second expression does not even have a literal interpretation and can 

be interpreted only in terms of marriage proposal. How can we then define idioms? According 

to Canal et al. (2015), they are “frequently co-occurring sequences of words with a 
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conventional meaning that is not derived from word-by-word semantic composition, but 

rather can be retrieved as such from semantic memory” (ibid.: 98). Indeed, it seems that the 

only property that would be inherent for all idioms is that their meaning cannot be derived 

compositionally.  

 Indeed, non-compositionality has been considered a basic property of idioms by many 

prominent linguists (e.g., Hockett 1958). In other words, the idea was that single words that 

make up an idiom do not play a role for the idiom as a unit. In 1980s, though, some strong 

counter-evidence against this idea was provided (for instance, by Cacciari and Tabossi 1988). 

In a semantic priming task, the researchers found out that, without any context, the activation 

of the literal meaning of the idiom’s last word precedes the activation of the idiomatic word 

meaning. Moreover, in an idiomatic context, both the literal and the idiomatic meanings were 

available immediately upon presentation. The results thus suggested that the literal meanings 

of idioms’ sub-parts do remain active, at least at some level of the processing. 

 Later, in the experiments involving various production tasks in which identity primes 

were used (Sprenger et al. 2006), it has been observed that a given word (for instance, road) 

facilitates the production of a phrase (e.g., to clean the road) to a lesser extent than it 

facilitates the production of an idiom (e.g., to hit the road). It was explained by the authors in 

terms of common lexical entries binding idioms’ sub-components (and no existence of such 

common entries for non-idiomatic phrases). The conclusion was that idioms must be stored as 

a whole at some level of processing (the so-called Superlemma level; see Figure 1) but their 

internal structure is derived from simple lexical entries, which can be also used independently 

(i.e., for the formation of phrases). 
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However, the issue of idioms’ decomposability still cannot be considered as resolved, 

especially since the division between decomposable and non-decomposable idioms started to 

be more carefully analysed and investigated in experimental research, which gives the 

scholars an opportunity for fine-grained inquiries into this topic (to be discussed later in this 

chapter; see section 2.2.). 

 Even on the basis of various properties of the examples provided at the very beginning 

of this chapter (i.e., additional literal meaning of the expression to kick the bucket, and the 

lack of thereof in, for example, to pop the question), it seems obvious that there are various 

types of idioms: they may be classified according to various features they possess (for 

instance, literality, ill or well-formedness, transparency, composibility, predictability, and 

many others) and the classification criteria are often far from being uniform. 

 First, idioms have various syntactic structures. According to Kvetko (2009), idioms 

can be classified into: sentential (proverbs, e.g., Actions speak louder than words), and non-

sentential (Kvetko 2009: 27-28). Speaking of the latter group, its members may consist solely 

of verb phrases, headed by transitive (e.g., to burn your bridges), ditranstive (e.g., to give 

somebody the benefit of the doubt), or intransitive verbs (e.g., to feel a bit under the weather). 

There are idioms whose head is a noun that can be modified by an adjective (e.g., last straw) 

or by another noun (e.g., cupboard love), to mention only a few possibilities. Finally, there 

Figure 1. The Superlemma Model (Sprenger et al. 2006: 176) 
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are adjective-headed idioms, an instance of which would be safe and sound, or idioms headed 

by an adverb, as in: once in a blue moon. The syntactic structure might be susceptible to 

modification, though. With respect to this statement, it might be illustrative to make reference 

to the definition of idioms provided by the Cambridge Dictionary which, at least on the face 

of it, does not significantly differ from the one provided by Canal et al. (2015): an idiom is “a 

group of words in a fixed order that have a particular meaning that is different from the 

meanings of each word on its own” (entry: Idiom, n.d.). It is notable, however, that the words’ 

order within the whole expression does not necessarily have to stay fixed. On the contrary, 

they are very likely to change in some cases. Sometimes, it is possible to transform an idiom 

from active into passive voice (e.g., to spill the beans into the beans were spilt), without 

affecting its figurative meaning. Also, idioms can be modified, for instance, with an adverbial, 

and they are likely to undergo a substitution, i.e., some of the idiom’s constituting elements 

may be replaced by synonymous words or phrases. An example worth mentioning here would 

be to button your lips in which the verb to button can be substituted with one of its synonyms 

as, for instance, to fasten (Traxler 2012: 290). 

 Idioms can also be divided with respect to the degree of literality they possess. Going 

back to the two examples mentioned above, to kick the bucket is an example of a literal idiom, 

i.e., the one whose meaning is ambiguous. The level of plausibility of this additional literal 

meaning an idiom possesses can also differ, and thus is considered to be scalar. To illustrate 

the point, an expression such as to cry over spilt milk can be perceived as ambiguous but its 

literal meaning is, undoubtedly, less plausible when compared to the non-figurative meaning 

of such an idiom as, for instance, to break the ice, as the situation denoted by the latter one 

would be more common when judged by a native speaker of English. On the other hand, there 

are idioms, which possess only one, purely non-literal meaning and, consequently, are 

categorized as unambiguous. Among this group, one could find, e.g., the above-mentioned to 

pop the question, or to go for broke. 

 In addition, there are ill and well-formed idioms, with the first category comprising all 

expressions whose composition violates certain syntactic and/or semantic rules, as to go 

bananas. Well-formed idioms are said to be created according to the rules of grammar, as, for 

example, to paddle your own canoe (both examples provided by Cieślicka et al. 2011: 1). 

Moreover, idioms, along with many other figurative expressions such as compounds, can be 
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classified on the basis of their transparency. There are opaque idioms whose meaning cannot 

be derived from the analysis of their constituents (e.g., to kick the bucket) and transparent 

idioms in the case of which one can see the connection between the meaning of the 

components and the figurative meaning of the whole expression (e.g., to break the ice). The 

link between these meanings can often be described as metaphorical5 and as such may be less 

or more susceptible to detection, depending on the population which is tested. 

 Predictability is another notion according to which idioms may be divided. One can 

then talk about high-predictable and low-predictable idioms. It seems crucial to stress that the 

lexical predictability is a general term, applying not only to idioms but also to any other 

linguistic items: all expressions, collocations, and phrases, presented with or without 

facilitating preceding context. The effects of cloze predictability are demonstrated in a 

number of ways in psycholinguistic tasks: first, the amplitude of the N400 in ERP 

experiments is modulated by the target item’s predictability (i.e., the less predictable an item, 

the higher the amplitude). When it comes to the eye-tracking, the fixation-time is shorter if 

the target is highly-predictable (Staub et al. 2015: 1). Consequently, careful control of cloze 

probability is vital to achieve reliable results in research involving methods of these kinds. 

 Cloze probability is usually determined in the so-called cloze-tasks, with subjects 

asked to write down the most plausible ending (usually one-word long) of the provided 

sentences (see examples (8a) and (8b)). 

(8) He scraped the cold food from his ___ before washing it. 

 a. a word of high cloze probability: plate 

 b. a word of low cloze probability: spoon 

 (Rayner and Well 1996 as cited in: Staub et al. 2015: 2) 

Staub et al. (2015) mention a few negative aspects connected with this technique, the most 

important of which is that “it is an offline task, (…) [and] does not require the subject to make 

a rapid, or even timed, response” (Staub et al. 2015: 2). One more problem is that the 

participants may be more likely to choose to complete the sentences with words that are 

                                                
5 The more traditional view of idioms, presented, among others, by Hockett (1958), assumes that all idioms are, 
in fact, “dead metaphors” whose meaning has become conventionalized and which are now stored as one chunk 
in the mental lexicon (Traxler 2012: 289). 
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semantically (or even syntactically) primed by the preceding context (Smith and Levy 2011, 

as cited in: Staub et al. 2015: 15). Despite all their disadvantages, cloze-tasks are frequently 

used in the studies related to the processing of idioms, mainly during the process of material 

selection (e.g., Cieślicka 2012; Vespignani et al. 2010).  

 One more division, around which the biggest amount of controversies has perhaps 

arisen, is the distinction between non-decomposable and decomposable idioms. Traxler 

(2012) defines these two groups in terms of idioms’ ability to be “broken down into parts 

smaller than the whole expression” (Traxler 2012: 289). He later illustrates this division, 

providing an example of a decomposable idiom (to lay down the law), whose sub-parts can be 

associated with the sub-parts of its figurative meaning (in this case, to determine the rules), 

i.e., the phrasal verb lay down can be associated with the verb determine, and the law is 

semantically-related to the rules. It is impossible to find such mappings for non-

decomposable idioms (e.g., to chew the fat, or to screw the pooch). The notion of 

decomposability (in the literature, sometimes used interchangeably with compositionality) 

becomes slightly vague, when one takes into account the subdivision of decomposable idioms 

into normally-decomposable and abnormally-decomposable, with to lay down the law being a 

member of the first category, and to spill the beans being in the latter group. The motivation 

for such a division is, according to Traxler (2012), the lack of any semantic relations between 

the sub-parts of the idiom and its literal counterparts (spill as opposed to tell, and the beans 

confronted with secrets). 

 The most important differences between decomposable and non-decomposable idioms 

are connected with their syntactic and lexical-flexibility. More specifically, decomposable 

idioms are said to be more flexible in both these dimensions. They, supposedly, can be more 

easily transformed, e.g., into passive sentences (the beans were spilt) without an increasing 

likelihood of being interpreted more literally when compared to the non-decomposable idioms 

(under this view, such a phrase as the bucket was kicked would then be more likely to be 

understood non-figuratively by a native speaker). Moreover, in the case of decomposable 

idioms, it is said to be easier to substitute one of its parts with a synonym, without affecting 

the idiomatic meaning. For instance, the verb to button in the phrase to button your lips can be 

replaced with such semantically-related words as, for instance, to fasten (Traxler 2012: 290). 

Although the observations described by Traxler are, undoubtedly, useful and can imply the 
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existence of some processing differences between decomposable and non-decomposable 

idioms, the notion of decomposability gives rise to many controversies, and, as Cieślicka 

(2012) points out, has been inconsistently defined in the literature. Cieślicka provides a short 

summary of the approaches towards compositionality that have been adopted by such 

researchers as Gibbs et al. (1989) who would differentiate between (non-)decomposable 

idioms on the basis of the semantic fields shared between figurative and literal meanings of 

these expressions. On the other hand, Cacciari and Glucksberg (1991) associate 

decomposability with transparency (Cieślicka 2012: 256). Indeed, these two notions seem to 

be, at least to a certain degree, inter-related, as all fully-transparent idioms (e.g., to lay down 

the law) are at the same time decomposable. However, some idioms, usually classified in the 

literature as decomposable (with the prototypical example here being to spill the beans), 

definitely cannot be categorized as transparent because the mappings between their 

components and their non-literal meanings are very frequently based on metaphors and 

demand wider knowledge about social conventions and/or the historical context in which a 

particular idiom originated. 

 What Cieślicka proposes, in order to introduce a more uniform approach to the issue 

of idioms’ compositionality, is to follow the solution developed by Geeraerts (1995) who 

distinguishes between two distinct notions that affect idioms’ ability to be decomposed. First, 

there is the so-called motivatedness (or paradigmatic transparency) that “captures the extent to 

which the phrase’s figurative meaning can be inferred from the literal analysis of the idiom 

constituents” (Cieślicka 2012: 26). In other words, it states whether the connection between 

the literal and figurative meaning is well-motivated (or, whether there is any connection at 

all). The other component of compositionality is isomorphicity (or syntagmatic transparency). 

It is exactly the same notion as that referred to as decomposability by Traxler (2012), i.e., the 

idiom’s ability to be split into parts that would correspond to the literal meaning’s 

constituents. According to Geeraerts (1995), only idioms that are both motivated and 

isomorphic can be described as compositional. 

 To conclude, idioms can be classified according to various criteria, the most prominent 

of which are: syntactic structure, literality, familiarity, well-formedness, transparency, 

decomposability, predictability, and compositionality. Having defined all of them, it would be 

                                                
6 Page numbers refer to the author’s manuscript. 
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worth investigating what kind of influence they may have on idioms’ processing in 

experimental tasks.  

 

2.2. The influence of compositionality on the processing of idioms 

 
In general, all the notions mentioned in the previous section have been proven to have some 

kind of impact on the processing of idioms. That is why, any kind of experimental research 

demands a very careful selection of experimental material, usually performed in a form of 

pre-tests which allow the researchers to control for such factors as familiarity, literality and 

transparency of given expressions. Perhaps the most frequent method is a pencil-and-paper 

judgement task, during which the subjects are asked to evaluate a set of idioms with respect to 

how well-known, transparent and/or familiar they are to them (usually, the researchers adopt a 

5 or 7-point Likert scale). However, such factors as predictability or compositionality are 

much more difficult to assess in a pre-test of this kind. As the influence of both these factors 

on idioms’ processing has been observed in many studies (e.g., Gibbs et al. 1989; Cacciari 

and Tabossi 1988), the need to control for them seems indisputable. Consequently, slightly 

more sophisticated tests that usually involve written sentence completion (in the case of 

predictability control) or a-few-stage grammaticality judgement tasks (in the case of 

compositionality control) have been developed7. 

 Compositionality has been assumed to have an influence on idiom processing: Gibbs 

et al. (1989, as cited in: Cieślicka 2012) has hypothesised that non-decomposable idioms, 

which have to be memorized as chunks, should be processed faster than decomposable 

idioms. Quite surprisingly, though, his experiments’ results have suggested that it is exactly 

the opposite case: it took the subjects longer to process non-decomposable expressions. Gibbs 

explained it in the following way: it is more difficult for the parsers to access the meaning of a 

non-decomposable idioms because they cannot assign any meaning to its constituents 

(Cieślicka 2012: 4). The issue is partially related to Gibbs’s (1980) direct-access view on 

idioms’ decomposition (to be discussed later in this work, see section 2.3.1.).  

                                                
7 Such pre-tests were applied, for instance, in Cacciari and Tabossi (1988), Cieślicka (2012), Cieślicka (2013), 
Vespignani et al. (2010), and many others. 
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 The hypothesis of Gibbs et al. (1989) about the faster access of decomposable idioms 

was tested experimentally by Cieślicka (2012). She used a semantic priming paradigm to 

check the activation of figurative (i.e., related to the idiom’s non-literal meaning) and literal 

(i.e., semantically-associated with one of the idiom’s constituents) primes immediately after 

the presentation of a sentence containing an idiom, or 400 ms after the idiom’s offset 

(Cieślicka 2012: 1). Three more factors which were manipulated in the design were: the type 

of context in which the figurative expression was embedded (i.e., neutral, or facilitating the 

processing of the figurative meaning), the visual field in which the primes were presented, 

and the participants’ language (subjects with L1 Polish and L2 English were tested). What is 

most crucial about the results is that they speak against the initial prediction: the non-

decomposable idioms were actually accessed faster than the decomposable ones. However, as 

the author concludes, “a number of factors, rather than compositionality per se, emerge as 

crucial in determining idiom processing, such as language status (native vs. non-native), 

salience, or context” (Cieślicka 2012: 3). All in all, the study seems to debunk the role of 

compositionality as one of the most significant factors in the processing of idioms. 

 Interestingly, one more hypothesis concerning possible distinctions between these two 

types of idioms has to do with the cerebral hemispheres. According to Tyrone (1998, as cited 

in: Cieślicka 2012), the right cerebral hemisphere should be better at processing non-

decomposable language units, while the left hemisphere might be more appropriate for the 

analysis of decomposable structures. This assumption stems from the general differences 

between the two hemispheres: “While the LH specializes in a fine coding and strong 

activation of small and focused semantic fields directly relevant to the input stimulus, the RH 

processing is coarser, in that it entails activation of diffuse semantic fields, including 

information only remotely related to the input” (Cieślicka 2012: 6). No experimental research 

so far seems to have fully-confirmed this assumption (Cieślicka’s 2012 study provides only 

partial support). 
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2.3. Current models of the processing of idioms 
  

2.3.1. The processing of figurative language 

Currently, there are three main hypotheses, which seem to dominate the discussion on 

figurative language processing in general. First, there is the standard pragmatic view 

following Grice (1975) according to whom the parser first constructs the literal meaning of a 

sentence and only then, after it becomes clear that the computed meaning is implausible in a 

particular context, can the figurative meaning be accessed (Filik et al. 2014: 2). Seemingly, 

this kind of strategy could indeed be perceived as a kind of justified and economic solution 

(i.e., enabling the processor to avoid revision costs caused by the assumption that every 

expression might potentially be figurative). However, taking into account various empirical 

studies on the role of context and anticipation mechanisms, this theory has been discredited. 

The somewhat opposite effect is predicted by the direct access view, according to which the 

non-literal interpretation is accessible very early (Filik et al. 2014: 3). Yet another possible 

solution has been proposed by Giora (1997): it predicts processing differences between 

familiar and unfamiliar expressions. The salient ones (i.e., the ones encoded in the lexicon) 

can be accessed immediately in their figurative meaning, and the less salient expressions have 

to be processed literally first8.  

 When it comes to the discussion of the processing of idioms, the most crucial question 

was perhaps whether idioms are decomposed. Historically, many contradicting models have 

been introduced with respect to this notion. Some claimed that it was the literal meaning of an 

idiom that was processed first (e.g., Bobrow and Bell 1973) while others assumed that it was 

the figurative meaning which was obligatorily processed first (the so-called direct-access 

hypothesis, Gibbs 1980). According to Gibbs’ view, literal meaning could be accessed only if 

“the idiomatic interpretation of the string fails to integrate with the context” (Cacciari and 

Tabossi 1988: 669). 

 In order to check his assumption, Gibbs (1986) conducted the following experiment: 

he had subjects presented with a set of short-stories that contained idioms. The content of the 

story suggested that the idiomatic expression should either be interpreted literally or 
                                                
8 More detailed discussion of the Graded Salience Hypothesis is provided in section 2.3.3.  
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figuratively. Then the participants were to judge the correctness of target sentences that were 

the idiom’s literal and non-literal paraphrases (e.g., “he kept it under his hat” was paraphrased 

either as “he didn’t tell anyone” or “it was beneath his hat”, Cacciari and Tabossi 1988: 669). 

The decisions about the non-literal paraphrase were faster than about either the literal 

paraphrase or the unrelated phrase, regardless from the story type. This finding was 

interpreted as evidence for the fact that it was the figurative meaning that had been activated 

first. However, this was one of the first experiments focused on the processing of idioms, and, 

at least from the methodological point of view, the study can raise some concerns. Certainly, 

it suggests that the figurative interpretation was activated towards the end of the parsing 

process but it does not tell a lot about which meaning is activated first. 

 A slightly different view was developed by Swinney and Cutler (1979) who assumed 

that both the literal and the figurative meanings of an idiomatic expression were constructed 

simultaneously. One could thus say that “idioms are stored in the mental lexicon as individual 

items and are retrieved in the same way as any other words. This retrieval process is initiated 

as soon as the first word of an idiom (…) is encountered and runs in parallel with the 

computation of the literal meaning of the expression” (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988: 668, after: 

Swinney and Cutler 1979). 

 A few (usually offline) studies were conducted to check whether that assumption was 

correct. One of them (Swinney and Cutler 1979) was a lexicality judgement task, in which the 

subjects had to judge whether a given phrase consists of real words or non-words. In turned 

out that the participants reacted faster when an idiom could be interpreted in two possible 

ways: both as an idiomatic and a literal expression (e.g., break the ice when compared to 

those strings that had only one (literal) interpretation (e.g., break the cup). As in the case of 

the Gibbs’ (1986) study, the weakest point of Swinney and Cutler’s (1979) experiment is that 

it “[does] do not necessarily reflect the way people process idiomatic expressions during 

comprehension” (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988: 669).  

 To conclude, in the 1970s and 1980s, three main views about the processing of idioms 

were developed. One of them is represented by Gibbs’ (1980) direct-access approach 

according to which only the figurative meaning of an idiom is processed. The second, 

opposite view was put forward by Bobrow and Bell (1973), who claimed that it was the literal 

meaning that was obligatorily accessed first. And finally, the third view advocated by 
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Swinney and Cutler (1979), i.e. the lexical representation view, assumed that both meanings 

(the figurative and the literal one) are constructed simultaneously. No online experimental 

research compatible with either of these hypotheses was conducted, though. A few years later, 

alternative models of idioms’ processing were developed: the Configuration Model put 

forward by Cacciari and Tabossi (1988) who postulated the existence of the so-called idiom 

recognition point, and Giora’s (1997) Graded Salience Hypothesis according to which it is 

always the more salient meaning which is computed first. 

 

2.3.2.  The Configuration Model (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988) 

The Configuration Model developed by Cacciari and Tabossi (1988) is based on the 

assumption that high-predictable idioms are accessed faster than low-predictable ones as “an 

idiom is processed word by word, just like any other piece of language, until enough 

information has accumulated to render the sequence of words identifiable as—or highly 

expected to be—a memorized idiom” (Vespignani 2010: 1684). This description highlights 

the importance of the so-called idiom’s recognition point, which, simply speaking, is the 

moment of processing in which the subject realizes that he or she has to do with an idiomatic 

expression. According to the Configuration Model, an idiomatic phrase is processed 

differently before the idiom’s recognition point (this type of processing is called probabilistic 

processing) and after the idiom’s recognition point (in which case one has to do with the so-

called deterministic processing)9.  

 The model’s development was a direct consequence of the experiment conducted by 

Cacciari and Tabossi (1988) in which they focused on a sub-class of idioms with a similar 

syntactic structure: V (NP) (PP) (PP) (with at least one of the constituents in parenthesis 

present). At the same time, they selected only fully-opaque idioms. It was possible, though, 

for the string to “be completed literally until its last word” (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988: 670). 

                                                
9 Vespignani et al. (2010: 1685) point out that “[i]f predictive sentence processing modulates only the N400, we 
might expect to find an N400 whose amplitude differs before and after the idiom RP. This N400 might index 
sensitivity to the co-occurrence of constituents even before enough perceptual input has accumulated to trigger 
recognition of the idiom. As the strings unfold, co-occurrence can create a “sense of familiarity” that 
incrementally increases as more constituents arrive, up to a “threshold” after which the idiom is recognized and 
then activated. After the idiomʼs RP, the specific configuration is retrieved from semantic memory. The 
matching of the actual input (the idiom fragment) to the stored template (the idiomatic configuration) might be 
indexed by a different component: a P300.” See also the discussion in section 1.1. 
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The experimental procedure was the following: the subjects were presented with sentences 

which ended in an idiom (with the characteristics described above) and, with the aid of the 

cross-modal priming paradigm, the activation of either the literal or figurative meaning of the 

idiom was checked. To illustrate the point, sentences such as “the clerk informed the 

colleague that the boss had gone to another world (had died)” (ibid.: 680) were followed by 

three types of primes: idiom-related (in this case, the word dead), literal-meaning related 

(universe), and unrelated ones (watch) (see Figure 2). The participants had to make a lexical-

decision, i.e., decide whether the primes were words or non-words. 

 

Figure 2. Cacciari and Tabossi’s (1988) experiment 

 

 Cacciari and Tabossi’s prediction was that if Gibb’s (1980) model was correct, the 

subjects should react more quickly towards those targets that were idiom-related as opposed 

to the literal and unrelated ones (Gibb 1980: 671). As the prediction was confirmed (ibid.: 

673), the results might have seemed to support the hypothesis that the literal meaning of the 

last word was not accessed. However, Cacciari and Tabossi claim that it might be due to the 

fact that some of the strings such as to be in seventh heaven could have been recognised as 

idiomatic (even though other completions are possible) (ibid.: 674). Consequently, a kind of 

post factum “pre-test” was organised to select idioms that would not bias the idiomatic 

completion before the last word of the string was accessed (ibid). 

 Having selected such a set of less predictable idioms, the first experiment with the use 

of the cross-modal priming paradigm was repeated solely on the group of expressions that 
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have been controlled for predictability. It turned out that “the responses to literal target words 

were faster than those to idiomatic target words, which responses were not reliably faster than 

those to the control targets” (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988: 676). This finding suggested that it 

was the literal meaning that had been computed by the subjects before they realized that the 

chunk they were processing was, in fact, an idiom. The obtained results were then not 

compatible with Gibb’s model, which assumed the activation of figurative meaning. 

 One question, which still remained unanswered, concerned the time in which the 

figurative meaning was accessed. The prediction was that after they had finished reading the 

sentence, the participants must have realized that the expression they had read failed to 

integrate with the preceding context and, consequently, started processing it figuratively. That 

is why, in the third (and last) experiment conducted by Cacciari and Tabossi (1988), target 

words were presented 300 ms after the idiom’s offset. In accordance with the hypothesis, after 

that time the facilitation for idiom-related targets was observed. What is more, the facilitation 

for targets related to the last word of the idiom string was also observed (on the basis of the 

comparison with the control words). These results suggested that, first, the idiom recognition 

process is relatively slow, and second, that the figurative meaning does not necessarily 

displace the literal one. On the contrary, both these interpretations are present after the 

idiom’s recognition point has been achieved. 

 However, it is crucial to note that there are factors that undoubtedly can affect the 

process of decomposition, with predictability and literality being two of them, as discussed by 

Titone and Connine (1994). With the aid of the cross-modal priming paradigm, Titone and 

Connine (1994) showed “more priming for high-predictable idioms” if the target was 

presented before the idiom’s offset (Titone and Connine 1994: 1126). They also proved that 

there was no activation of literal meaning when the idioms had only figurative meaning (as 

opposed to those which possess an additional literally-plausible meaning) and were high-

predictable at the same time (ibid). This seems to provide evidence for the Configuration 

Model. 

 Another more recent study in which Cacciari and Tabossi’s view has been tested 

empirically was the one designed by Vespignani et al. (2010). It was a self-paced reading task 

preceded by a series of pre-tests in which the idioms recognition points (RPs) had been 

determined, i.e., different groups of subjects were presented with different (longer vs. shorter) 
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versions of the expression and asked to provide a continuation. If the majority of participants 

completed the “gap” idiomatically, RP was assumed to be located in this place. To illustrate 

it, for the example presented below (Giorgio aveva un buco (RP) nello (RP+1) stomaco. 

‘George had a hole (RP) in (RP+1) his stomach’), the RP immediately followed the word 

buco (‘a hole’).   

 

Altogether, there were three conditions in which the expressions were presented:  

(9) a. the idiomatic condition (in which the idiom was presented in its  

  original, unchanged form), e.g.:  

   Giorgio  aveva  un buco (RP)  nello (RP+1)  stomaco  (…). 

   George  had  a hole (RP)  in.the (RP+1)  stomach10 

 b. the substitution condition (in which the noun preceding the RP was 

  substituted by another noun), e.g.: 

   Giorgio  aveva   un dolore  nello  stomaco (…). 

   George  had   a pain   in.the stomach 

 c. the violation condition (the word incompatible with the idiomatic 

  meanings was introduced after the RP), e.g.: 

   Giorgio  aveva  un buco (RP)  sulla (RP+1)  camicia  (...). 

   George  had  a hole   on.the   shirt 

        (Vespignani el al. 2010: 1685) 

The results were fully compatible with Cacciari and Tabossi’s Configuration Hypothesis, i.e.,  

“[a]fter the idiomʼs RP, the constituents belonging to the idiomatic sentences were 

read faster than in the two other conditions and this persisted until the end of the 

sentences. (…) [Also,] [t]he reading times in the violation condition were longer than 

in the substitution condition in all the regions of interest” (Vespignani et al. 2010: 

1694).  

That is what one would expect assuming that the Configuration Hypothesis is correct because 

a fast recognition of an idiom should facilitate the processing (i.e., be the source of quicker 
                                                
10 The idiomatic meaning of the expression is that George was hungry (Vespignani et al. 2010: 1685). 
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reading times). In addition, if the word, which was incompatible with the idiomatic 

expression, appeared before the RP, the participants were assumed not to have enough time to 

develop any predictions about the rest of the sentence. Thus, in the substitution condition no 

such a prediction could be violated, in contrary to the violation condition. As a consequence, 

due to the prediction’s violation, the reading times were the longest in the violation condition. 

Another example of a recent study which seems to prove that the literal meaning of idioms is 

indeed calculated is the one of Canal et al. (2015, experiment 2) who also made use of the 

semantic priming paradigm. They used highly predictable and literally-plausible idioms with 

identical structures and embedded them in two types of context: one suggesting the 

correctness of the literal interpretation of the expression, and the other one that suggested that 

the figurative meaning was correct (see examples (10a) and (10b)).  

(10) a. the context suggesting that the figurative interpretation was  

  correct:  

  La maestra aveva notato che Nicola disturbava i compagni, ma la 

  prima volta chiuse un occhio e continuò la lezione.  

  (‘The teacher saw Nick was bothering his desk mate but for the first 

  time she closed an eye (turned a blind eye) and kept on teaching.’) 

 b. the context suggesting that the literal interpretation was correct: 

  Alla visita oculistica Enrico, prima di leggere le lettere indicate sulla 

  lavagna luminosa, chiuse un occhio per valutare la miopia.  

  (‘At the Ophthalmological visit, before starting to read the letters on the 

  panel aloud Henry closed an eye in order to evaluate his near  

  sightedness.’) 

(Canal et al. 2015: 99) 

The results demonstrated that, when compared with unrelated targets, words semantically 

related to the literal meanings of idioms’ constituents elicited faster reaction times in a lexical 

decision task, when preceded by either type of contexts (ibid.: 100).  

 All the instances of the empirical research described above seem to provide evidence 

that Cacciari and Tabossi’s proposal is indeed correct. However, one cannot forget that there 
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still exist some doubts related to this approach. Some possible drawbacks of the Configuration 

Model are mentioned, for instance, by Sprenger et al. (2006): “[Cacciari and Tabossi] do not 

specify how the syntactic constraints that are typical of idiomatic expressions are represented 

within the framework. Moreover, the definition of idiom key is unsatisfactory in that it does 

not enable its unambiguous identification in arbitrary idioms (...)” (Sprenger et al. 2006: 163). 

 

2.3.3.  The Graded Salience Hypothesis (Giora 1997) 

In contrast to Cacciari and Tabossi’s model that emphasizes the importance of the idiom’s 

key, in the account proposed by Giora (1997) it is the salience (or saliency) that is the crucial 

factor influencing the comprehension and production of the figurative language. This account 

is known as the Graded Salience Hypothesis, though the name as such may be perhaps 

considered a bit unclear as one of the main concerns about Giora’s account involves the 

definition of salience as such. According to Laurent et al. (2006), “[s]alience is the property 

through which the meaning of an expression is computed directly on the basis of entries in the 

mental lexicon rather than from inferences made on the basis of the linguistic or extra-

linguistic context” (Laurent et al. 2006: 152). Consequently, in the case of the more salient 

figurative expressions (e.g., conventional metaphors, or idioms processed by the native 

speakers of a given language), it is the more salient (figurative) meaning that should be 

accessed first, without the necessity of literal meaning activation. The less salient (literal) 

forms will be activated faster in the case of, analogically, novel metaphors, or idioms 

processed by the bilinguals in their second language (ibid.). One question which is perhaps 

worth asking at this point is whether it is really possible to determine the extent to which a 

given word or expression is activated in individual’s mental lexicon, especially since tests 

used to measure saliency usually involve providing the first definition which comes to the 

subject’s mind, thus exhibiting all disadvantages of off-line tasks (no time constraint). 

 The definition of salience provided by Giora herself could perhaps shed some light on 

the issue: “the salience of a word or an utterance is a function of its conventionality (e.g., 

Gibbs 1980), familiarity (e.g., Blasko and Connine 1993), frequency (e.g., Hogaboam and 

Perfetti 1975; Neill, Hilliard, and Cooper 1988), or givenness status in a certain (linguistic 

and non-linguistic) context” (Giora 1997: 185). Careful control for the components mentioned 
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above should then provide the experimenters a clue about which meaning of a given 

expression is more salient. 

   In idiom processing, Giora’s hypothesis seems to be supported, for instance, by the 

ERP study of Laurent el al. (2006) who “aimed to test the hypothesis that it is not the literality 

or the metaphoricalness of the items that is reflected in N400 amplitudes but the degree of 

salience of the items involved” (Laurent el al. 2006: 153). The researchers used familiar and 

predictable idioms, which differed only in saliency. According to Giora’s model, only the 

salient meaning is activated by highly salient idioms. In the case of weakly salient idioms, 

both plausible meanings are activated, though. These predictions were later confirmed by 

smaller amplitudes of the N400 and P600 elicited by the last word of highly salient idioms 

and smaller amplitudes of the N400 for the target word that is compatible with the salient 

meaning of highly salient idioms when compared with the amplitudes elicited by the last 

words of the weakly salient idioms (ibid.: 155).  

   In general, there are two views on the role of context in lexical access: the context-

independent (modular) view, and the context-dependent (direct-access) view. Giora’s 

approach, although it is, to a certain extent, a hybrid model, could be classified as a 

representative of the modular view in which context has a limited role. Already in her first 

work introducing the model, Giora stressed the importance of the fact that “though (…) 

[context] may facilitate activation of a word’s meaning, it does not inhibit activation of salient 

(e.g., frequent) meanings” (Giora 1997: 186). 

 Cieślicka et al. (2009) conducted a study with the aim of evaluating Giora’s Graded 

Salience Hypothesis, and particularly, the role of context in the processing of idioms. Their 

self-paced reading study was designed with the aim of verifying this approach. They used 

fixed phrases of highly conventionalised figurative meaning, among which there were phrases 

(cup of tea), semi- and full clauses (sweep under the carpet), Adjective + Noun combinations 

(red tape), Verb (+ Determiner) + Noun combinations (stand on one’s head), and phrasal 

verbs (look up) (Cieślicka et al. 2009: 211).  

 Both native speakers of English and Polish-English (highly proficient) bilinguals 

participated in the study as it was based on the assumption that in one’s L1 it is the non-literal 

meaning that is salient while in one’s L2 it is the literal meaning that is of greater saliency. 

                                                
11 The page numbers refer to the author’s manuscript. 
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The expressions were presented in four experimental conditions (see examples (11a) and 

(11b)):  

 (11) a. in their salient meaning, with supportive preceding context, e.g.: 

  Take this healthy relationship quiz and find out whether you and your 

  boyfriend are on the right track or whether you should go your  

  separate ways. 

 b. in their salient meaning, with neutral preceding context, e.g.: 

  When we realized that he was, after all, on the right track, we decided 

  to support the president and his economic policy. 

 c. in their non-salient meaning, with supportive preceding context, e.g.: 

  If you find yourself straying from the route, just follow the stream to the 

  south as it flows towards the hamlet of Babbington and after a quarter 

  of a mile you will once again be on the right track to the forest. 

 d. in their non-salient meaning, with neutral preceding context, e.g.: 

  When we realized that it was, after all, on the right track, we got on the 

  train.  

(Cieślicka et al. 2009: 2) 

Whether the expression had been used in their figurative or literal meaning became clear in 

the part of the sentence immediately following the expression’s offset (i.e., in the so-called 

disambiguating region). 

 The hypothesis was that, according to Giora’s model, there should be no difference 

between the reading times of the figurative and literal expressions preceded by neutral context 

in the participants’ L1 as it would be the salient (i.e., in the case of L1, the figurative) 

meaning which is activated in both these conditions. However, the reading time for the 

disambiguating region should be longer for literal when compared with the figurative 

expressions. The difference would stem from the fact that the salient (figurative) meaning 

would have already been activated. The subjects would thus develop a need to inhibit a false 

prediction in cases in which it turned out that the expression had, in fact, been used literally. 
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Notably, in bilinguals, it is the literal meaning that is more salient. Consequently, reading 

times for the expressions used in their figurative meaning were expected to be read faster 

when the preceding context was supportive. On the other hand, the expression preceded by a 

neutral context and used literally should evoke shorter reading times for the disambiguating 

region when compared with their figurative counterparts. 

 When it comes to the results of the native speakers, no difference between reading 

times for the figurative (salient) meanings was found, regardless of the type of the context in 

which the expression was embedded, which is in line with Giora’s hypothesis. What is more, 

the expression used literally elicited much longer reading times for the disambiguating 

regions when embedded in neutral, as compared with the supporting, context. This would 

suggest that the more salient (figurative) meaning had already been activated and then had to 

be suppressed. 

 The analysis of the bilingual group’s results has revealed that the reading times 

recorded for expressions embedded in neutral context were highly similar when these chunks 

were meant figuratively (1086 ms) and literally (1043 ms). Importantly, the expressions used 

figuratively also elicited almost identical reading times, regardless of the context – which is 

contrary to the hypothesis suggested by Giora’s approach. However, when Cieślicka et al. 

(2009) analysed the disambiguating region only, it turned out that the mean reading time per 

character recorded for the disambiguating regions following the expressions used literally was 

significantly shorter than for multi-word units12 (in Cieślicka 2009 abbreviated as MWUs) 

used figuratively. All in all, the experiment has undoubtedly provided support for the Graded 

Salience Hypothesis. 

 

2.4. Chapter summary 
 

The aim of the chapter was to provide the theoretical and empirical background about the 

processing of idioms defined as the expressions whose conventional meaning cannot be 

deduced from their sub-parts. Later, various notions, which can affect idioms’ comprehension 

and production, were discussed, with the most important of which being: literality (defined as 
                                                
12 The category of MWUs were not only idioms but also phrases, clauses, phrasal verbs, and other multi-word 
expressions (Cieślicka et al. 2009: 2). 
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an idiom’s ability to be interpreted literally), syntactic structure, familiarity, well-

formedness (which evaluates whether an idiomatic expression has been formed with respect 

to the rules of syntax), transparency (often confused with decomposability), predictability 

and compositionality. 

 What followed was a description of major modern models explaining the processing of 

idioms. Along with the Cacciari and Tabossi’s (1988) Configuration Model which assumes 

that an idiomatic expression is processed literally until the so-called idiom’s key point is 

reached, there exists another influential hypothesis known as the Graded Salience Hypothesis 

(Giora 1997) which distinguishes between the more and less salient meanings of the 

figurative expressions. Empirical studies that have been conducted so far seem to support the 

idea that figurative meanings are more salient in L1 as opposed to L2. 
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Chapter 3: An Experimental Study 
 

The discussion in the previous chapters has shown that the results of various psycholinguistic 

studies seem to support more the predictive accounts than the integrative ones. This leads to 

the conclusion that, most probably, the context (be it either sentential or larger discourse 

context) can help the processor predict the next elements of the sentence even at the early 

stages of processing. In Chapter 2 two accounts of idiom processing were presented. The first 

one, the Configuration Model, suggested that the idiom’s recognition point may change its 

location under the influence of context. The second account, the Graded Salience Hypothesis, 

emphasized the differences between the expressions’ more and less salient meanings, with 

such distinctions being often conveyed by means of context. This leads to the question of 

whether and how can context influence the processing of idioms.  

 Chapter 3 presents an experimental study conducted to answer these questions. The 

study was divided in two parts which will be referred in the following text as Experiment A 

and Experiment B. Apart from providing a detailed description of research questions (section 

3.1.), general predictions (section 3.2.) and hypotheses (section 3.4.), the chapter presents the 

description of the study (section 3.3.), the steps it involved (sections 3.5., 3.6., and 3.7.), the 

methodology which was used, and finally, the results which were obtained (section 3.8.). 

 

3.1. Research questions 

The study presented in this work was expected to provide answers to the following research 

questions: 

Q1: Can context facilitate the processing of idioms?  

Q2: If so, is the facilitation going to be observed by means of the idiom’s key (i.e., the 

idiom’s recognition point, IRP) movement (in which case, one would expect the idiom’s key 

to appear on the word or words preceding the IRP) or is the facilitation going to be reflected 

solely in the reaction time (response time) differences? 

Q3: Will the context promoting the more salient (in the case of this study, figurative) meaning 

of an expression facilitate the processing to a greater extent than the context promoting the 

less salient (in the case of this study, literal) meaning of the same expression? 
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3.2. General predictions 

Although the original study by Cacciari and Tabossi did not take context into account, the 

authors suggest that context is very likely to influence the position of the IRP (Cacciari and 

Tabossi 1988). If context indeed plays a role in processing, then one could expect that the 

point at which a given expression is recognised as idiomatic (IRP) can be moved forward in a 

context setting up a strong expectation of this idiom. In other words, according to the 

Configuration Model, context should facilitate the processing of idioms (though the exact 

nature of such a facilitation may be reflected in various ways depending on the experimental 

technique applied: see section 3.3. for a more detailed discussion of this issue).  

 According to the Graded Salience Hypothesis, there is no need to postulate the 

existence of the idiom’s key. It is the saliency that could be considered the crucial factor 

influencing the processing of idioms. As it is the figurative meaning which is more salient in 

L1, we expect the context promoting the figurative meaning of an idiom to facilitate its 

processing to a greater degree than the context supporting its less salient (i.e., literal) meaning 

(at least, in the experiments conducted in the participants’ native language). 

 The general assumptions of the two models mentioned above are then not 

contradictory but rather complementary. The Configuration Model assumes that context 

should affect the location of IRP (or, in other words, that it can influence the cloze probability 

of a given idiomatic expression). It does not make any predictions concerning the type of this 

context as such. The Graded Salience Hypothesis postulates processing differences between 

the literal and figurative meanings of an expression. As a consequence, it makes very specific 

assumptions about what type of context should facilitate the processing of idioms (more 

specifically, it is expected that it will be a kind of context biased in favour of the expression’s 

figurative meaning which should facilitate the processing of a given idiom).  

 The experiment, which is the topic of this thesis, was intended to check the 

assumptions both of the model developed by Cacciari and Tabossi (1988) and the one created 

by Giora (1997). And more specifically, it was a two-stage online probability test preceded by 

two pre-tests whose aim was to select possibly most uniform experimental material. First, a 

familiarity pre-test was conducted in order to choose a set of idiomatic expressions that would 

be familiar for the participants (see section 3.5.1.). Then, in a saliency pre-test, it was checked 
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whether it was indeed the figurative meaning that was more salient for the subjects (see 

section 3.5.2.). Finally, the main study divided into two parts (Experiment A and Experiment 

B). 

 In most general terms, the aim of Experiment A was to determine the recognition 

points of the expressions selected in the pre-test. In order to achieve this, 20 participants were 

presented with the idioms in isolation (i.e., in the so-called ‘neutral context’). On the basis of 

the responses elicited in the first part of the experiment, it was possible to determine after 

which word of an expression its cloze probability reaches 70% (or, in other words, to 

determine its IRP). Then, in Experiment B, the expressions were presented to 30 subjects in 

two types of context: the ‘figurative’13 context and the ‘literal’ context. Consequently, it was 

possible to check whether idioms’ keys (IRP) indeed could move “backwards” (i.e., appear on 

the words preceding the IRP, in the ‘figurative context’ condition) or “forwards” (i.e., appear 

on the words following the IRP, in the ‘literal context’ condition). Also, it was possible to 

compare the degree of facilitation achieved by the two types of context (i.e., the one 

supporting more salient and the one promoting less salient meanings of the expressions used).  

Both in Experiment A and in Experiment B two dependent variables were measured: 

a) idiom cloze probability which refers to the number of idiomatic continuations 

provided by the subjects (the value expressed in percent) 

b) idiom response time which refers to the word onset time (the value expressed in 

milliseconds). 

A more detailed description of the experimental procedure is presented in section 3.3. below. 

 

3.3. The method description 

As mentioned earlier in this work, there are many drawbacks of the probability tests 

conducted in the form of pencil-and-paper experiments as “(offline tasks) [do] not require the 

subject to make a rapid, or even timed, response” (Staub et al. 2015: 2). On account of this, a 

technique involving reaction times measurement was applied, on the basis of the paradigm 

introduced by Staub et al. (2015). To illustrate the point, idioms of the same structure, 
                                                
13 The term ‘figurative’ context refers to the type of context which promotes the expression’s figurative meaning. 
Although the term ‘figurative’ could perhaps seem misleading, no figurative language as such was used as a part 
of this context. 
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familiarity and saliency were presented to the participants on the computer screen. Every 

idiom was first presented in isolation (Experiment A; see Figure 3) and later embedded in a 

context suggesting either a literal or figurative interpretation (Experiment B; see Figure 4). 

Every word of the sentence was visible on the screen for 300 ms. Then, a horizontal line 

appeared on the screen, with the aim of serving as an indication for the participant to provide 

the continuation. The subjects were instructed to say the first word (or words) that will come 

to their mind aloud and had 3000 ms to do so (compare Figure 3 and Figure 4). The response 

time (from the moment the prompt appeared on the screen till the first word’s onset) were 

measured. 

 

 

Figure 3. The procedure in Experiment A 

 

 

Figure 4. The procedure in Experiment B 
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As mentioned above, the whole study was divided into two steps: 

 Experiment A: First, a group of participants was presented with idioms in isolation 

(no context). On the basis of this experiment, it was possible to determine the idioms’ 

recognition points. The 51 idioms, earlier used in the familiarity and saliency pre-tests, were 

used in Experiment A, whose aim was to determine the particular phrases’ cloze probability 

which could be directly related to the idioms’ recognition points (as defined by the 

Configuration Model; see section 2.3.2. for the more detailed discussion of this issue). As all 

idioms used in the study were four-word long, it seemed necessary to divide the material into 

three groups, bearing in mind that the idiom recognition point might be potentially located at 

four places: right after the verb (Condition 1), after the noun (Condition 2), after the 

preposition (Condition 3), or at the idiom’s offset (there seemed to be no need to provide a 

separate condition with respect to the last possibility). 

 To illustrate the design, an idiom zadać cios poniżej pasa (‘to throw a punch below the 

belt’) was presented in one of the following conditions: 

 
Condition 1:   zadać 
   to throw 
Condition 2:  zadać   cios 
   to throw a punch 
Condition 3:  zadać   cios  poniżej 
   to throw a punch below 
 

In Experiment A, the idioms were presented in isolation, i.e., as infinitives (e.g., dodać oliwy 

do ognia ‘to add fuel to the fire’). 

 Experiment B: Having identified the idioms’ keys (IRPs), it was possible to focus on 

investigating the role of context more thoroughly. In Experiment B, the idioms were 

embedded in one of two context types: 

• the context suggesting figurative meaning of the expressions (hereinafter called 

‘figurative’ context), e.g., Tuż przed spotkaniem wszystko było już prawie gotowe i 

pozostało tylko postawić kropkę nad i. ‘Right before the meeting everything was 

almost ready so the only thing we had to do was to dot our I’s’; 
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• the context suggesting literal meaning of the expressions (hereinafter called ‘literal’ 

context), e.g., W czasie dyktanda starałem się pisać jak najładniej, więc szczególnie 

starannie postawiłem kropkę nad i. ‘During the dictation I tried to write as nicely as I 

could so I paid attention to dot my I’s’.  

In addition, there were three prompt locations: 

• one word before the idiom’s recognition point (hereinafter called ‘IRP-1’), 

• at the idiom’s recognition point (hereinafter called ‘IRP’),  

• one word after the idiom’s recognition point (hereinafter called ‘IRP+1’). 

Table 1 below presents the expression dolewać oliwy do ognia ‘to add fuel to the fire’ in all 

six conditions. For this particular idiom, its recognition point was determined in Experiment 

A to be located after the noun. 

 
Table 1. Design of Experiment B 

 IRP-1 IRP IRP+1 

Figurative 

context 

W czasie debaty politycy 

obrzucali się wyzwiskami, a 

prowadzący tylko dolał ___  

 

‘During the political debate 

the politicians were hurling 

abuse at each other and the 

TV presenter only added ___’ 

W czasie debaty politycy 

obrzucali się wyzwiskami, a 

prowadzący tylko dolał oliwy 

___  

‘During the political debate 

the politicians were hurling 

abuse at each other and the 

TV presenter only added fuel 

___’ 

W czasie debaty politycy 

obrzucali się wyzwiskami, a 

prowadzący tylko dolał oliwy 

do ___  

‘During the political debate 

the politicians were hurling 

abuse at each other and the 

TV presenter only added fuel 

to ___’ 

Literal 

context 

Tamtego wieczoru mężczyzna 

chciał wzniecić w ognisku 

większy płomień, więc dolał 

___  

‘That evening the man wanted 

to light a fire in the bonfire so 

he added ___’ 

Tamtego wieczoru mężczyzna 

chciał wzniecić w ognisku 

większy płomień, więc dolał 

oliwy ___  

‘That evening the man wanted 

to light a fire in the bonfire so 

he added fuel ___’ 

Tamtego wieczoru mężczyzna 

chciał wzniecić w ognisku 

większy płomień, więc dolał 

oliwy do ___  

‘That evening the man wanted 

to light a fire in the bonfire so 

he added fuel to ___’ 
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 To conclude, two factors (prompt location and context) were taken into account, each 

of which had three levels (prompt location: after the verb, after the noun, after the 

preposition. and context: ‘neutral’, ‘figurative,’ ‘literal’). This resulted in a 2 by 3 design, and 

a need to record 9 groups of participants (out of which, 3 groups were recorded in Experiment 

A and 6 in Experiment B).  

 The main motivation for the decision to divide the study into stages was the (later 

confirmed) expectation that a substantial number of the expressions chosen for the experiment 

was going to have their idiom’s keys (IRPs) located after the second noun (i.e., the idiom’s 

last word). In such cases, the potential IRP movements influenced by the context could not be 

observed so there was no need to include such idioms in Experiment B. One more problem 

was that the phrases presented in isolation were much shorter when compared to the sentences 

suggesting literal and figurative interpretations that would make the potential experimental 

material not uniform and, consequently, would be likely to distract the participants’ attention. 

The idea to treat Experiment A as a kind of a “third pre-test” and select a sub-set of idioms to 

be used in the further investigation process seems justified then. 

 

3.4. Hypotheses 
 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the two major models describing the processing of 

idioms make complementary predictions when it comes to the experiment’s results. 

According to the Configuration Model (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988), the IRPs should change 

their position when idioms are embedded in a context suggesting the figurative interpretation 

(i.e., in the ‘figurative’ context condition). However, as the search for idioms-related literature 

has yielded no articles in which the method of online cloze probability task was applied, one 

could not exclude the possibility that the processing differences can be reflected only in the 

participants’ response times, with idiom’s keys (IRPs) remaining at the same places 

regardless of the type of context. Importantly, such a finding would not be dissonant with the 

Configuration Model as such; it would only discredit the IRP’s location change ability 

induced by sentential context. 

 The Configuration Model does not specify what kind of behaviour one should expect 

when the preceding context was literal. One would then expect faster recognition of an 
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idiomatic expression in the ‘figurative’ context condition when compared with the ‘neutral’ 

context condition (i.e., higher cloze probability in the ‘figurative’ context condition). Should 

it not be the case, one could alternatively expect a significant difference in reaction times 

while comparing the results for the ‘neutral’ and ‘figurative’ conditions with the prompt 

located at the idiom’s recognition point.  

 However, according to Giora’s (1997) Graded Salience Hypothesis, one could also 

make some predictions with respect to the ‘literal’ context condition. As Giora assumes that 

context cannot override the saliency effect: “context has a limited role. Though it may 

facilitate activation of a word’s meaning, it does not inhibit activation of salient (e.g., 

frequent) meanings” (Giora 1997: 186), some kind of response time difference would be 

expected between the ‘literal’ and ‘figurative’ conditions. As mentioned earlier, a pre-test was 

designed to test whether it is the figurative meaning which is salient for native speakers of 

Polish (recall that the figurative meaning is assumed to be more salient in L1). Should this be 

the case, one could expect faster reaction times in the ‘figurative’ context condition when 

compared to the ‘literal’ context condition (especially, in the ‘IRP’ prompt-location condition 

in which the cloze probability is most similar across the target items). 

 Taking all this into account, one could formulate the following research hypotheses, 

out of which the first one (H1) was made on the basis of the Configuration Model (Cacciari 

and Tabossi 1988), the second one (H2) stems from the Graded Salience Hypothesis (Giora 

1997), and the third one (H3) was formulated on both the Configuration Model and the 

Graded Salience Hypothesis: 

H1: Idiom cloze probabilities in the ‘IRP-1’ prompt-location condition should be higher in 

the ‘figurative’ context condition than in the ‘neutral’ context condition (i.e., the IRPs should 

move one step “backward” in the figurative context condition).  

• For example, for chować głowę w piasek ‘to bury one’s head in the sand’ whose IRP was 

determined in Experiment A to be after the first noun (głowę ‘head’), one could expect the 

number of idiomatic conditions to rise significantly after the verb (chować ‘bury’). 

In addition, for the subset of participants who will indeed complete the phrases idiomatically, 

the response times in the ‘IRP-1’ prompt-location condition should be shorter in the 

‘figurative’ when compared with the ‘neutral’ context condition (that is, the participants 

should provide a continuation quicker in the ‘figurative’ than in the ‘neutral’ context 
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condition). 

• To illustrate the point, for the same idiom: chować głowę w piasek ‘to bury one’s head in 

the sand’, the reaction times after the first noun (głowa ‘head’) should be faster when the 

expression is embedded in the ‘figurative’ context (in Experiment B) when compared with 

the ‘neutral’ (i.e., no) context condition (Experiment A). 

 

Figure 5. Hypothesis 1 

 

H2: The number of idiomatic completions in all prompt locations is expected to be higher in 

the ‘figurative’ than in the ‘literal’ context condition. In other words, under the assumption 

that the context plays only a limited role and that it is the idiomatic meaning which is the 

more salient one in L1, idiom cloze probabilities should be higher in all prompt-locations in 

the ‘figurative’ context (which additionally supports the already salient idiomatic meaning) as 

compared to the ‘literal’ context condition. 

• For instance, in chować głowę w piasek ‘to bury one’s head in the sand’ the number of 

idiomatic completions after the first noun (głowę ‘head’) is expected to be somewhat 

higher when the sentence is embedded in the ‘figurative’ as opposed to ‘literal’ context. 

Also, for the sub-set of participants who will complete the phrases idiomatically, one could 

expect shorter response times when the preceding context is ‘figurative’ (i.e., the one which is 

congruent with the more salient meaning of an expression) as opposed to ‘the ‘literal’ context 

condition (i.e., the one which was incongruent with the more salient meaning of an 

expression). 
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• To illustrate the point, in Experiment B, the expression chować głowę w piasek ‘to bury 

one’s head in the sand’ should be completed faster in the ‘figurative’ context condition 

than in the ‘literal’ context condition.  

 

Figure 6. Hypothesis 2 

 

H3: The effects of a ‘neutral’ context (which is expected to be by default interpreted as 

salient; see, e.g., Cieślicka et al. 2009) should be similar to those of the ‘figurative’ context, 

i.e., the cloze probabilities in these two types of context should be similar in the ‘IRP’ and 

‘IRP+1’ prompt-location conditions. Before the ‘IRP’ idiom cloze probabilities should be 

much lower in the ‘neutral’ as compared with the ‘figurative’ condition, though (see 

Hypothesis 1). 

• For instance, in chować głowę w piasek ‘to bury one’s head in the sand’ the number of 

idiomatic completions after the first noun (głowę ‘head’) and after the preposition (w ‘in’) 

is expected to be comparable in the ‘neutral’ and ‘figurative’ contexts. 
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Figure 7. Hypothesis 3 

 

3.5. Pre-tests 
  

3.5.1.  Familiarity pre-test 

The first pre-test conducted in order to select the material appropriate for the purpose of the 

planned study was aimed at choosing a set of idioms that would be familiar among the 

subjects. In order to achieve this, an online questionnaire has been constructed and sent to 36 

university students of various master programmes (English studies, journalism and social 

communication, law, and medical studies), none of which participated in the main study. The 

participants were asked to judge the familiarity of 51 idioms, all of which had identical 

syntactic structure (VP+NP+PP), were grammatically well-formed, and had possible literal 

interpretations14. Some examples of such idioms are: 

• budować  zamki  na  lodzie 

 to build  castles  on  the ice 

 ‘to build castles in the air’ 
  

                                                
14 See Appendix 2 for the full list of idioms used in pre-test 1. 
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• chwycić  byka   za  rogi 

 to take   the bull  by  the horns 

 ‘to take the bull by the horns’ 

• dolewać oliwy  do  ognia 

 to add   olive  to  the fire 

 ‘to add fuel to the fire’ 

 

The participants were asked to assess the extent to which they consider a given expression 

familiar according to the 7-point Likert scale, and were instructed that the meaning of 

subsequent numbers should be understood as follows: 

• 1 – should be chosen if the subject has never read/heard the expression in question; 

• 2 – should be chosen when the subject thinks that (s)he has read/heard the expression 

in question but is not certain about it; 

• 3 – should be chosen if the subject is almost entirely sure that (s)he has read/heard the 

expression in question; 

• 4 – should be chosen when the subject is certain that (s)he has heard/read the 

expression in question but (s)he does not know the meaning of the phrase; 

• 5 – should be chosen if the subject is certain that (s)he has heard/read the expression in 

question but (s)he knows the phrase’s meaning only to a very limited extent; 

• 6 – should be chosen when the subject knows the meaning of the expression in 

question but (s)he is not entirely sure whether (s)he is right; 

• 7 – should be chosen if the subject is certain that (s)he knows the meaning of the 

expression in question. 

 Only the idioms whose average ratings amounted to 6.5 or more were used in the main 

study (see Appendix 1). Additionally, the same familiarity questionnaire was distributed 

among the subjects participating in the main experiment (after they have completed the 
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primary task, i.e., online probability cloze test), to make sure all of them are familiar with the 

stimuli. Had any of them possess limited knowledge of idioms’ meanings, their answer would 

have been excluded from statistical analysis. 

 

3.5.2.  Saliency pre-test 

Although in the first language it is usually the idiom’s figurative meaning, which is 

considered more salient in the literature (e.g., Cieślicka 2012), it was necessary for the 

purpose of the study to control for the saliency of the target items. Consequently, an online 

saliency pre-test was conducted, in which the subjects were asked to provide all the possible 

definitions of the 33 expressions selected in the first pre-test, in the order in which the 

definitions come to their minds. In total, 63 participants, split into three groups of 21 subjects, 

took part in the study. All of the participants were university students (recruited from various 

BA and MA programmes) and none of them took part in the main study later. As the task 

involved a lot of writing, the target items were evenly split into three groups of 11 items. 

Then the three versions of the questionnaire were evenly distributed among the participants. 

The subjects’ answers were categorized according to the following pattern: 

1) figurative: when the first definition provided by the participant involved the figurative 

interpretation of the target (e.g., chwycić byka za rogi ‘to take the bull by the horns’ defined 

as “to be courageous” or “take risk,” etc.); 

2) literal: when the first definition provided by the participant involved the literal 

interpretation of the target (e.g., kłaść kogoś na łopatki ‘to pin somebody down’ defined as “to 

knock somebody down”, but also when the first answer involved only single words such as 

“literal” or “literally”); 

3) others: when the first definition provided by the participant was incorrect (e.g., wsadzić kij 

w mrowisko ‘to stir up a hornet’s nest’ defined as “to destroy something), nonsensical (e.g., 

trzymać coś w garści ‘to have a hold on something’ defined as “multicellular haploid female 

gametophyte”), or simply stated that the subject did not know the expression at all (e.g., 

answers such as “I do not know,” “I do not have a clue,” or no answer at all). 

 The results (see Appendix 2) seem to confirm that it was the figurative interpretation 

of an idiom that was more salient in the subjects’ first language. For 32 out of 33 target items, 
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above 90% of the provided definitions had figurative interpretations. Only one idiom (dzielić 

włos na czworo ‘to do a nit-picking exercise’) was interpreted figuratively only in 71.43% of 

the answers. However, this was most probably due to the lower-familiarity of this idiom 

among the participants (23.81% of the answers were classified as “others”) so there seems to 

be no reason to assume that it was the literal interpretation that was activated first. 

 

3.6.  Experiment A 
  

3.6.1.  Subjects: Experiment A 

All 20 subjects (14 of whom were females) were first-year university students recruited at the 

Institute of English Studies at the University of Wrocław. The average age of the participants 

was 19.7. All of them reported that their first language was Polish and they all had normal or 

corrected-to-normal vision. They participated in the study for a course credit. None of the 

subjects took part in any of the two pre-tests. 

 Altogether, there were 3 lists (i.e., list A, B and C) to which each participant could be 

ascribed. Each list had its counterpart, however, which contained exactly the same 

experimental material, with the only difference involving the elements’ presentation in the 

descending order. Lists A and B were presented to 7 participants each (with 3 participants 

seeing the experimental material in the reversed order), and list C was presented to 6 

participants (with 3 participants seeing the experimental material in the reversed order). 

 

3.6.2.  Materials: Experiment A 

In Experiment A, 33 literal, familiar and salient idioms selected in the pre-tests were 

presented in a neutral context. 18 less common (ranked lower in the familiarity pre-test) 

idioms were also presented to the subjects but the possibility they would be much more likely 

to be interpreted literally (and thus, have no recognition point) had been taken into account. 

Moreover, 219 filler items divided into 3 groups of 153 fillers (with some fillers appearing on 

more than one list; see Appendix 4) were included in the material. The high amount of fillers 
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is justified due to the fact that idiomatic expressions should not create more than one fourth15 

of the whole experimental material, to prevent the subjects from realizing what the purpose of 

the study was and developing strategies oriented at the processing of figurative language (this 

proportion was preserved, for instance, in Cieślicka 2012). 

 Each participant was presented with a given idiom only once (i.e., only in one of the 

three prompt-location conditions). Otherwise, the so-called learning effect would be likely to 

influence the results. It was then necessary to create three lists of experimental items with the 

aid of the so-called Latin square design. All three lists consisted of 204 sentences (including 

51 target items and 153 fillers; see Table 2). 

 As some of the idioms started with the same main verb (e.g., both dzielić skórę na 

niedźwiedziu ‘to count your chicken before they hatch’ and dzielić włos na czworo ‘to split 

hair’ start with the same main verb: dzielić ‘to split’), it was deemed reasonable to exclude the 

second (and next) occurrences of such verbs from the study and, in order to make the number 

of words presented on each list equal, to substitute those verbs with any other kind of 

transitive verbs in Polish (none of the substitutes was identical with the remaining targets or 

fillers presented on the same list, though). 

 When it comes to the filler items, they were of various types. As it was necessary to 

distract the participants’ attention from idiomatic expressions (so that they would not develop 

any kind of strategies related to idioms’ processing), the majority of fillers consisted of 

common literal collocations possible to complete in various ways (such as the phrase 

poczytać__ ‘to read ___’ which might be completed with such nouns as książkę ‘a book 

(Acc.)’, gazetę ‘a newspaper (Acc.)’, magazyn ‘magazine (Acc.)’ and many others). Also, a 

set of similes was included in the study in order to focus the subjects’ attention on some other 

(from idioms) type of figurative expressions.  

Altogether, the following groups of fillers were included in Experiment A: 

 First, there is a group of 45 long similes consisting of more than three words (e.g., 

rozpaść się jak domek z kart lit. ‘to collapse like a house of cards’). The items belonging to 

this group were presented to the three the groups of participants in three different versions, in 
                                                
15 Actually, some similes that are also figurative expressions were included in the study. However, they cannot 
be considered opaque to the same extent as idioms (i.e., their head describes the actual property of the subject). 
Moreover, some of the expressions, especially those in which the prompt was situated after the verb (or, in the 
case of similes, after the adjective), were, with no doubt, interpreted and completed literally which should 
compensate for the difference. 
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order to determine at which point the cloze probability of a particular simile reaches 

approximately 70%. For instance, the phrase rozpaść się jak domek z kart was presented as: 

(12) a. rozpaść się jak domek z (lit. ‘to collapse like a house of’) to the first 

  group of subjects; 

 b. rozpaść się jak (lit. ‘to collapse like’) to the second group of subjects; 

and 

 c. rozpaść się jak domek (lit. ‘to collapse like a house’) to the third group 

  of subjects. 

 Second, 30 shorter similes (every of which contained 3 words, e.g., biały jak ściana, 

literally, ‘white as a wall’) were presented to the participants. In order to determine their cloze 

probability, they were displayed in various forms (similarly to longer similes). On account of 

their length, however, it was enough to present them to the subjects in two versions only, e.g., 

the expression biały jak ściana was presented as: 

(13) a. biały jak (lit. ‘white as’) to the first group of participants; 

 b. biały (‘white’) to the second group of participants. 

The third group of subjects was presented with some transitive verbs (such as, rozważyć ‘to 

consider’) to compensate for the lack of short similes. 

 Third, 30 transitive verbs which, according to the dictionary (Bańko 2006) were 

likely to form popular but non-figurative collocations when completed with a noun (or nouns, 

in many cases, more than one ending was likely) were used. The same verbs were presented 

on all three lists. Some examples of the verbs which were used are: obejrzeć ‘to watch’, 

odwiedzać ‘to visit’, opisać ‘to describe’, etc. None of the 30 verbs belonging to the group 

was identical with any of the compensation items included in the second category (short 

similes) on the third list. 

 In addition, 48 transitive verbs followed by either a preposition or an adjective 

were shown to the participants. The words were later split into 3 groups of 24 items, with 

some the items repeating across groups. As in the case of the third category (transitive verbs), 

the items were assumed to form common but non-figurative collocations when completed by 

one to three words. Some examples of verbs used there were: krzyczeć na ‘to shout at’, 
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opowiedzieć o ‘to tell about’, otrzymać rządowe ‘to receive governmental’, sadzić wspaniałe 

‘to plant wonderful’, and many others. 

 Finally, there was a group of 48 transitive verbs followed by a noun (or a pronoun) 

and a preposition, which, according to the dictionary, were also likely to be completed with 

one to three words and thus form frequent and literal collocations. Each of the three filler lists 

contained 24 such expressions (with some items appearing on more than one list). With 

respect to this category, such expressions as przekonywać kogoś do ‘to persuade somebody 

to’, służyć komuś za ‘to serve somebody as’, or podkreślać coś z ‘to emphasize something 

with’ were used. 

 The targets and fillers were pseudo-randomized with the aid of the Shuffle program 

that allows sequential constraining. Every two target words (along with the substitutes for the 

verbs occurring more than once) were separated by exactly three filler items. Moreover, filler 

items belonging to the same categories (short similes, long similes, transitive verbs, transitive 

verbs followed by one word, and transitive verbs followed by two words) did never appear 

immediately after each another (i.e., were split by at least one filler of a different type). 

The information about the number of items on each list is summarized in Table 2 below. 
 

Table 2. Material in Experiment A 

204 EXPRESSIONS TO COMPLETE 

Experimental items (51) Fillers (153) 

ALL LISTS: 

• 33 literal, familiar 
and salient idioms 

• 18 less common 

LISTS A and B: 

• 45 long similes 

• 30 short similes 

• 30 transitive verbs 

• 24 transitive verbs followed 
by a complement 

• 24 transitive verbs followed 
by a noun (or a pronoun) and 
a preposition 

LIST C: 

• 45 long similes 

• 51 transitive verbs 

• 33 transitive verbs followed 
by a complement 

• 24 transitive verbs followed 
by a noun (or a pronoun) and 
a preposition 
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3.6.3.  Procedure: Experiment A 

 

The experiment was designed and carried out with the aid of PsychoPy (1.84.2) software. In 

Experiment A, the participants were tested individually in a quiet room on a Windows PC 

computer, and their responses were recorded by the laptop build-in microphone. At the 

beginning of every session, the experimenter welcomed the participant and briefly explained 

the general idea of the study. Then, the subjects were presented with a more detailed set of 

instructions on the computer screen (white text on a grey background), which carefully 

explained the procedures to them. They were instructed to provide a continuation for the 

expressions, which were going to appear on the screen. Also, it was stated that the horizontal 

line was going to appear on the screen serving as a prompt to start uttering the first 

continuation the subjects could think of. After each trial, the background was going to change 

its colour from grey into white, so the participants were informed to press a space bar in order 

to see the next trial16. Moreover, the instructions specified that it was necessary to complete 

each trial with 1, 2 or 3 words and that it was highly recommendable to avoid saying “um” or 

“eee” at the beginning of the utterance. The actual experiment was preceded by a short 

training session (10 items) after which the experimenter once again entered the room in which 

the subject was to provide an opportunity for the participant to ask questions and explain any 

issues that, potentially, could still remain unclear.  

 Then, the experiment started, with the experimental material being divided into four 

blocks of 51 items. After each block, a note appeared on the screen which informed the 

participant that the block was over and he/she was welcome to take a break (the length of 

which was determined by the subjects themselves). To start the next block, the subjects were 

instructed to press the space bar. Moreover, a fixation cross appeared on the screen between 

the trials in order to attract subjects’ attention. One experimental session lasted approximately 

20 minutes. While the subjects produced the continuations of the expressions presented to 

them, the software generated 3-second-long .wav files that contained all the responses. 

 

  

                                                
16 However, the so-called “deadman’s switch” option was used while programming the experiment in PsychoPy 
in order to prevent the subjects from taking too long breaks between the trials. 
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3.6.4.  IRP determination 

 

The first stage of the results’ analysis involved preparing the transcription of the subjects’ 

responses towards the target items. Out of 4080 trials, 1020 trials involved target item 

presentation. Then, out of these 1020 cases, 65 times no response was produced. The word 

limit (up to three words) was exceeded once.  

 On the basis of the responses, the number of idiomatic endings after the verb, the 

noun, and the preposition was estimated for each idiom. Some problematic situations in which 

it was difficult to classify a response as undoubtedly idiomatic or literal were the following 

ones: 

• The subjects skipped the verb’s pronominal complement (e.g., they said wpuszczać w 

maliny ‘to let into the raspberry’ instead of wpuszczać kogoś w maliny ‘to let 

somebody into the raspberry’17). In such cases, the answers were classified as 

idiomatic as the idiomatic meaning of the expressions was assumed to be conveyed 

even without the complement. 

• The subjects skipped the verb’s nominal complement (e.g., they said walić w mur ‘to 

beat against the wall’ instead of walić głową w mur ‘to beat one’s head against the 

wall’). In these cases, the responses were not considered as idiomatic as the idiomatic 

meaning of the expression was lost. 

• The subjects produced the full correct idiomatic ending first and then added some 

other phrase (e.g., they said policzyć coś na palacach... jednej ręki ‘to count 

something on the fingers... of one hand’18). However, having taken into account that 

these additional idioms, though unexpected, were usually different versions of the 

idioms in question, such responses were classified as idiomatic. 

• Sometimes, it happened that the subjects managed to produce two responses within 

the time limit. In such situations, only the first response was transcribed and assessed 

as idiomatic/unidiomatic. 

                                                
17 In English, ‘to do in’. 
18 In Polish, this expression is used to indicate that something is very rare (‘few and far between’). 
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Not only was the number of idiomatic endings counted but also the response latencies were 

measured. In order to accomplish this task, all the audio files were opened in the Praat 

software, which enabled the coder to accurately estimate the first word’s onset time by 

placing the cursor on the waveforms generated by the programme. 

 These two measures (the number of idiomatic endings after each word of an idiom, 

and the response times at the same three positions of the prompt) provided enough 

information to estimate the most probable idiom’s recognition points. As expected, in some 

cases, the idiom’s key (IRP) was most likely to occur after the last word of a given 

expression. The majority of idioms used in Experiment A had their recognition points 

determined to appear after the second (i.e., the noun) or the third (i.e., the preposition) word 

of an idiom. To assume that idiom’s recognition point occupies a certain position, the number 

of idiomatic completions in this position by at least 70% of the participants was demanded (in 

one case, this number was rounded up to the established threshold from 66.67%). On the basis 

of these assumptions regarding the idioms’ keys, a group of 30 idiomatic expressions was 

selected for Experiment B. More detailed results of Experiment A are presented in Table 3 

below. 
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Table 3. The results of Experiment A 

  

                                                
19 See Appendix 1 for the translations of all idioms used in the study. 

IDIOM idiomatic endings 
after the verb (%) 

mean onset 
time after 
the verb 

idiomatic 
endings after 
the noun (%) 

mean onset time 
after the noun 

idiomatic endings 
after the 
preposition (%) 

mean onset time 
after the 
preposition 

MOST PROBABLE 
IDIOM’S 
RECOGNITION 
POINT 

  Idioms selected to be used in Experiment B 
budować zamki na 
piasku19 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 71.43 0.879 after the preposition 
(budować zamki na) 

chować głowę w piasek 28.57 1.042 100.00 0.959 100.00 0.949 after the (first) noun 
(chować głowę) 

chwycić byka za rogi 0.00 NA 100.00 0.717 85.71 0.560 after the (first) noun 
(chwycić byka) 

dolewać oliwy do ognia 16.67 0.754 100.00 0.623 100.00 0.577 after the (first) noun 
(dolewać oliwy) 

dzielić włos na czworo 0.00 NA 42.86 0.959 100.00 0.735 after the preposition 
(dzielić włos na) 

kuć żelazo póki gorące 28.57 0.776 85.71 0.937 100.00 0.615 after the (first) noun 
(kuć żelazo) 

kupować kota w worku 0.00 NA 83.33 0.898 100.00 0.719 after the (first) noun 
(kupować kota) 

mieć asa w rękawie 0.00 NA 100.00 0.816 100.00 0.607 after the (first) noun 
(mieć asa) 

mieć głowę na karku 0.00 NA 57.14 0.751 100.00 0.679 after the preposition 
(mieć głowę na) 

mieć klapki na oczach 0.00 NA 85.71 0.857 85.71 0.599 after the (first) noun 
(mieć klapki) 
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pluć sobie w brodę 0.00 NA 57.14 0.718 33.33 0.536 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 

postawić kropkę nad i 0.00 NA 100.00 0.688 83.33 0.713 after the (first) noun 
(postawić kropkę) 

prowadzić kogoś za 
rękę/rączkę 

0.00 NA 83.33 0.977 85.71 0.905 after the (first) 
noun/pronoun 
(prowadzić kogoś) 

puścić parę z ust 0.00 NA 71.43 0.847 83.33 0.838 after the (first) noun 
(puścić parę) 

rozstawiać kogoś po 
kątach 

0.00 NA 71.43 1.004 100.00 1.175 after the (first) 
noun/pronoun 
(rozstawiać kogoś) 

rzucać grochem o ścianę 0.00 NA 85.71 0.754 100.00 0.677 after the (first) noun 
(rzucać grochem) 

szukać dziury w całym 14.29 0.699 85.71 0.772 100.00 0.619 after the (first) noun 
(szukać dziury) 

trzymać coś w garści 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 14.29 0.907 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 

trzymać język za zębami 16.67 2.025 100.00 0.823 100.00 0.470 after the (first) noun 
(trzymać język) 

trzymać kogoś pod 
kloszem 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 57.14 1.522 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 

trzymać rękę na pulsie 0.00 NA 50.00 0.966 85.71 0.696 after the preposition 
(trzymać rękę na) 

urabiać ręce po łokcie 0.00 NA 42.86 1.489 66.67 0.696 after the preposition 
(urabiać ręce po) 

walić głową w mur 33.33 1.961 57.14 0.833 42.86 0.463 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 

wbić gwóźdź do trumny 0.00 NA 16.67 2.147 28.57 1.365 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 
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20 An asterisk indicates that, on account of the results of the familiarity test (scores below 6.5) for the particular idiom to which the asterisk is assigned, one cannot be certain 
about the location of the idiom’s recognition point: it may be placed behind the idiom’s last word but, more likely, a given expression may not be recognised as figurative at 
all. 

wpuszczać kogoś w 
maliny 

71.43 1.125 28.57 0.773 50.00 0.637 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 

wrzucić coś na ruszt 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 50.00 0.716 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 

wsadzić kij w mrowisko 0.00 NA 83.33 0.944 71.43 0.772 after the (first) noun 
(wsadzić kij) 

wyłożyć karty na stół 16.67 1.457 71.43 0.828 85.71 0.753 after the (first) noun 
(wyłożyć karty) 

wyłożyć kawę na ławę 33.33 1.345 100.00 0.835 100.00 0.594 after the (first) noun 
(wyłożyć kawę) 

zadać cios poniżej pasa 0.00 NA 14.29 0.794 100.00 0.667 after the preposition 
(zadać cios poniżej) 

Idioms not selected to be used in Experiment B: 
budować zamki na 
lodzie 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)*20 

chodzić spać z kurami 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 33.33 1.117 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

chwycić kogoś za gardło 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

dać komuś w kość 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 

dostać obuchem w 
głowę 

0.00 NA 57.14 1.434 57.14 1.074 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

dzielić skórę na 
niedźwiedziu 

0.00   NA 42.86 0.899 42.86 0.935 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 
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21 A double asterisk indicates that, although it was possible to determine the location of the recognition point for the expression marked in this way, the idiom was not selected 
to be used in Experiment B due to its low score in the familiarity pre-test (below 6.5). 

kłaść kogoś na łopatki 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 28.57 0.618 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 

mieć piasek pod 
powiekami 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 28.57 1.411 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

mieć piasek w rękawach 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

mieć serce na dłoni 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 71.43 0.938 after the 
preposition**21 (mieć 
serce na) 

mieć węża w kieszeni 0.00 NA 50.00 0.764 85.71 0.834 after the preposition** 
(mieć węża w) 

policzyć coś na palcach 0.00 NA 28.57 0.824 50.00 1.068 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

postawić coś pod 
młotek 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

postawić kogoś na 
piedestale 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

postawić kogoś pod 
pręgierzem 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 33.33 2.035 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

rzucać perły przed 
wieprze 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

sprzedać coś na pniu 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

uderzać kogoś po 
kieszeni 

0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

wpuścić kogoś w kanał 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word) 
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 wylać dziecko z kąpielą 0.00 NA 28.57 1.293 14.29 0.665 after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 

wysadzić kogoś z siodła 0.00 NA 0.00 NA 0.00 NA after the second noun 
(idiom’s last word)* 
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3.7.  Experiment B 
  

3.7.1.  Subjects: Experiment B 

30 subjects (16.7% males) were university students recruited at the Institute of English 

Studies at the University of Wroclaw. The average age of the participants was 21. All of them 

reported that their first language was Polish and they all had normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision. The majority of them participated in the study for a course credit (60%) but a 

significant number of subjects participated in the study voluntarily (40%). None of the 

subjects participated in Experiment A. 

 Each participant was presented with one of 6 lists (i.e., lists A, B, C, D, E or F). 

Consequently, each list was presented to 5 participants, 2 of whom saw the experimental 

material in the reversed order. 

 

3.7.2.  Material: Experiment B 

30 idioms selected in Experiment A were embedded in two types of contexts: the ‘figurative’ 

and the ‘literal’ one, and presented in three prompt-location conditions: the ‘IRP’ (as 

determined in Experiment A), the ‘IRP-1’ and the ‘IRP+1’ prompt-location condition. 

Consequently, each idiom was presented in six different versions that resulted in a necessity 

to prepare six different lists of experimental items. With the aid of the Latin-square design, all 

target items were evenly distributed across the lists so that each list contained 15 figurative 

and 15 literal sentences out of which 10 were presented in the ‘IRP’ prompt-location 

condition, 10 were presented in the ‘IRP-1’ condition, and 10: in the ‘IRP+1’ condition. 

 As the main objective of the study was to investigate the role of context, it was crucial 

to make the sentential discourse as plausible as possible. Consequently, it was difficult to 

preserve identical syntactic structure in the whole experimental material. The sentences had a 

fairly similar structure, though. They all started with temporal (or, sometimes, place) 

adverbial phrases which were followed by (either coordinated or subordinated, in possibly 

equal proportions) complex sentences. The length of the sentences did also not differ 
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significantly: they were not shorter than 10 words and (with a few exceptions) not longer than 

15 words. 

 For example, an idiomatic expression postawić kropkę nad i, lit. ‘to put a dot above an 

i’ (i.e., ‘to dot one’s I’s’) was presented in the following contexts: 

• ‘Literal’ context: W czasie dyktanda starałem się pisać jak najładniej, więc szczególnie 

starannie postawiłem kropkę nad i. ‘During the dictation I tried to write as nicely as I 

could so I paid attention to dot my I’s’. 

• ‘Figurative’ context: Tuż przed spotkaniem wszystko było już prawie gotowe i pozostało 

tylko postawić kropkę nad i. ‘Right before the meeting everything was almost ready so the 

only thing we had to do was to dot our I’s’.  

Importantly, not all the idioms selected to be used in Experiment B had their keys (RPs) 

placed at the same location. Quite contrastingly, the expressions were divided into three 

groups: 

a) 17 idioms had their IRPs behind the first noun; 

b) 6 expressions had their IRPs located behind the preposition; 

c) 7 idioms had their IRPs determined to be behind the second noun (i.e., the expression’s last 

word). As all these 7 expressions were earlier ranked very high the familiarity pre-test, one 

could safely assume that they were indeed recognised as idioms after their last words had 

been processed. 

 Consequently, only in the case of the 17 idioms with their IRPs after their second 

words, it was possible to present a given expression in all six experimental conditions. Idioms 

with their IRPs behind the prepositions could not be presented in the ‘IRP+1’ condition (from 

the trivial reason that there simply would be nothing “left” for the participant to finish). 

Wherever, according to the design, they should appear in the ‘IRP+1’ condition, they were 

simply presented in the longest technically-possible form (i.e., up to the preposition)22. 

Similarly, 7 idioms with their key’s located after the expression’s ultimate word could not be 

presented in the ‘IRP’ and ‘IRP+1’ conditions and were displayed with the prompt located 

                                                
22 Consequently, they appeared two times in the ‘IRP-1’ condition and four times: in the ‘IRP’ condition. 
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after the preposition, when needed23. The substitutes were inserted only to keep the design 

uniform, though and were not included in the statistical analysis. 

 When it comes to the fillers, there were four kinds used. First, a small sample of 12 

long similes selected in Experiment A was presented in 6 prompt-location conditions (‘IRP’, 

‘IRP+1’, ‘IRP+2’, ‘IRP-1’, ‘IRP-2’, ‘IRP-3’). Having adapted the Latin-square design, the 

similes were evenly distributed so that each participant saw each simile only in one condition. 

As the number of figurative expressions should not exceed 25% of the whole experimental 

material (Cieślicka, 2012), it was only possible to include such a small sample of similes in 

the design, especially that each list had already contained 15 idioms presented in the 

figurative context, and 15 expressions which, though embedded in the literal context, could 

potentially also be recognised as idiomatic by some subjects. 

 Then, there were three other types of non-figurative fillers, structured similarly to the 

targets, i.e., beginning with an adverbial followed by a complex sentence with (in the majority 

of cases) one dependent clause: 

a) sentences in which the prompt was located after the verb (fillers type 1), e.g.: Przed 

rozpoczęciem przygotowywania obiadu ubrałam fartuch i umyłam _ ‘Before I started to 

prepare the dinner, I had put the apron on and washed _’; 

b) sentences with the prompt placed after the complement or part of the complement (e.g., 

an adjective) (fillers type 2), e.g.: Pewnego zimowego popołudnia chciał się zrelaksować, 

więc przeczytał ciekawą _‘One winter evening he wanted to relax so he read an interesting _’; 

c) sentences in which the prompt was placed after the preposition (fillers type 3), e.g.: Jako 

dziecko pływałam tylko amatorsko i dopiero po kilku latach wzięłam udział w _ ‘As a child I 

used to swim only amateurishly and only after a few years did I take part in _’24. 

It was possible to finish all the filler sentences in various ways. For instance, the last sentence 

(c) could be finished with such words as: zawodach ‘competition (locative)’, konkursie 

‘contest (locative)’, turnieju ‘tournament (locative)’, wyścigu ‘race (locative)’, etc. Although, 

usually, all the words that could be used came from the same or closely-related semantic 

fields, this choice of fillers most likely prevented the subjects from expecting that the targets 

should be fixed phrases (such as idioms). 
                                                
23 Consequently, expressions from this group appeared six times in the ‘IRP-1’ condition. 
24 More examples of fillers are provided in Appendix 4 
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 As, due to the various location of the idiom’s recognition point in the target items, the 

number of expressions in which the prompt was located behind the verb (targets type 1), the 

noun (targets type 2), and the preposition (targets type 3) differed across the lists, it seemed 

necessary to insert different numbers of fillers on each list. Altogether, each list contained 120 

sentences (including 30 targets and 90 fillers), out of which: 

• 12 were similes 

• 36 were sentences with the prompt located behind the verb (including targets) 

• 36 were sentences with the prompt places after the complement or part of the 

complement (including targets) 

• 36 were sentences with the prompt after the preposition (including targets). 

More specific information about the number of items on each list can be found in Table 4 

below. 

 

Table 4. The number of items in Experiment B 

 List A List B List C List D List E List F 

Similes 12 12 12 12 12 12 

targets-type1 5 8 5 6 4 6 

targets-type2 9 6 8 7 8 8 

targets-type3 16 16 17 17 18 16 

fillers-type1 31 28 31 30 32 30 

fillers-type2 27 30 28 29 28 28 

fillers-type3 20 20 19 19 18 20 
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The lists were pseudo-randomized with the aid of the Shuffle software using the following 

constraints: 

a) target items had to be separated by at least 2 filler items; 

b) no two items of the same type (be it either fillers or targets) could appear in a row. 

  

3.7.3.  Procedure: Experiment B 

When it comes to the procedure in Experiment B, it was identical with the procedure adapted 

in Experiment A, with the only exception that the subjects were asked to complete sentences 

(and not expressions) appearing on the computer screen. As Experiment B involved less 

experimental items (120) when compared with Experiment A (204), an average experimental 

session lasted a bit shorter (approximately 20 minutes). Moreover, before the start of the 

training session each participant was asked to provide their e-mail address and informed that 

they would be sent a short online questionnaire after all the recordings had finished.  

 After the data had been collected, a survey checking the knowledge of 30 idioms used 

in the study was sent to the subjects who participated in Experiment B. The form of the 

questionnaire was identical to the one of the familiarity pre-test (see section 3.5.1.). The mean 

result was 6.62 (out of 7.0), with the vast majority of test scores (96.67%) ranging between 

6.16 and 7.0. However, one participant assessed their knowledge of the idioms on an average 

level of 3.6. As a consequence, the answers the person provided in Experiment B were not 

taken into account in the general results analysis. 

 

3.8.  Results 
  

3.8.1.  General patterns observed 

Just as in the case of Experiment A (see section 3.6.4.), the first stage of the results’ analysis 

for Experiment B involved preparing the transcription of the subjects’ responses towards the 

target items. The response latencies were measured with the aid of Praat software. Out of 

3600 trials, 900 trials involved target item presentation. Out of these 900 cases, 65 times no 
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response was produced. The word limit (up to three words) was never exceeded. 

 Mean cloze probabilities and mean response times were calculated for all the idioms 

presented in three prompt-location conditions (‘IRP-1’, ‘IRP’ and ‘IRP+1’) and two context-

type conditions (‘literal’ and ‘figurative’). The means and standard deviations for all the 

conditions are presented in Table 5 below. The data for the ‘neutral’ context condition were 

taken from Experiment A, in order to make the analysis more complete and uniform. 
 

Table 5. Cloze responses (cloze probabilities) [CP] and response times [RT] in Experiment A and 

Experiment B 

IRP-1 Neutral Literal Figurative 

 CP (%) RT (sec.) CP (%) RT (sec.) CP (%) RT (sec.) 

Mean 21.27 1.011 40.50 1.19 49.67 1.1 
Median 16.67 0.907 40.00 1.14 50.00 1.09 
Standard Deviation 20.41 0.4121 34.92 0.27 34.71 0.31 
Minimum 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.6 
Maximum 57.1 2.0 100.0 1.8 100.0 1.9 
N 30 19 30 22 30 24 
IRP 
Mean 89.03 0.81 78.70 1.01 91.30 0.90 
Median 85.71 0.82 100.0 0.91 100.00 0.86 
Standard Deviation 10.93 0.11 29.78 0.26 16.87 0.23 
Minimum 71.4 0.6 0.0 0.7 40.0 0.6 
Maximum 100.0 1.0 100.0 1.7 100.0 1.4 
N 23 23 23 22 23 23 
IRP+1 
Mean 93.00 0.71 87.94 0.89 96.47 0.73 
Median 100.00 0.68 100.00 0.83 100.00 0.70 
Standard Deviation 9.20 0.17 21.44 0.34 7.86 0.15 
Minimum 71.4 0.5 20.0 0.5 80.0 0.6 
Maximum 100.0 1.2 100.0 1.9 100.0 1.0 
N 17 17 17 17 17 17 
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 Two general patterns emerge from the results analysis. First, cloze probabilities 

become higher when the prompt location changes (i.e., the more elements of the phrase to be 

completed has already been presented on the computer screen, the higher is the cloze 

probability that it will be completed in an idiomatic way). And second, the response times 

tend to decrease when prompt location changes (i.e., the longer the already presented material, 

the lower the response times). In other words, a negative correlation has been observed 

between the two dependent variables. 

 According to the expectations, cloze probability tended to increase with the length of 

the passage that was to be completed. This seems to be the case in all three context conditions 

(Figure 8). And more specifically, the cloze probability tends to be fairly low in the ‘IRP-1’ 

condition (37.14% on average), it increases quite rapidly in the ‘IRP’ condition (86.43% on 

average) and rises even a bit more after the idiom’s recognition point (92.47% on average). 

Naturally, such a pattern is something one would expect given that the IRP is defined as the 

point at which the majority of the subjects realizes that a given expression is idiomatic.  

 

 

Figure 8. Mean cloze probabilities in Experiments A and B 
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 The differences reflected by mean response times reveal a similar kind of pattern. 

More specifically, in all three context conditions the word onset time was the highest in the 

‘IRP-1’ condition (1.10 sec. on average) and the lowest in the ‘IRP+1’ condition (0.78 sec. on 

average). One could then conclude that the facilitation, which could be expected in ‘IRP’ and 

‘IRP+1’ conditions, seems to be reflected in response times. This seems to be a general 

pattern, observed regardless of the type of context in which the idioms were embedded (see 

Figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 9. Mean response times in Experiment A and B 

 

 Importantly, the mean response times were calculated on the basis of the responses of 

those participants who completed a given phrase idiomatically. That is why, the sample sizes 

in each condition are different (in contrast to the cloze probabilities data). Even though, a 

correlation between idiom cloze probabilities (Figure 8) and response times (Figure 9) seems 

to be visible: the higher the cloze probability, the lower the response time. The observation 

that the cloze probability increases in inverse proportion to the response time seems to be 

supported by the analysis of cloze probabilities and response times for similes which 

originally served as one of the filler groups in both Experiment A and Experiment B. Tables 6 

and 7 present the results for similes presented respectively without any context (Experiment 

A) and in context (Experiment B). 
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Table 6. Means and standard deviations for similes presented without context (Experiment A) 

 IRP-1 IRP IRP+1 

 Mean (M) 
Standard 
Deviation 

(SD) 
M 

 
SD 

M 
 

SD 

CLOZE 
PROBABILITY 

28.32 22.18 86.59 12.20 90.14 16.92 

RESPONSE TIME 1.13 0.36 0.92 0.19 0.74 0.16 

 

Table 7. Means and standard deviations for similes presented in context (Experiment B) 

 SRP25-2 SRP-1 SRP SRP+1 

 
Mean 

(M) 

Standard 

Deviation 
M SD M SD M SD 

CLOZE 

PROBABILITY 
25.00 25.44 61.67 24.80 90.00 13.48 96.67 7.78 

RESPONSE TIME 1.40 0.54 1.39 0.37 0.90 0.17 0.77 0.18 

 

 When it comes to the data collected in Experiment A, one can indeed observe that 

reaction times in the ‘SRP (simile recognition point) -1’ condition were the highest while in 

the ‘SPR+1’ condition, they were the lowest. In Experiment B, the SRP seems to have moved 

“backwards” (i.e., from the smile’s recognition position to the ‘SRP-1’ position), most 

probably under the influence of the sentential context. That would be suggested by the high 

number of correct (i.e., figurative) completions in the ‘SRP-1’ prompt-location condition in 

Experiment B (61.67% which is very close to the borderline for assumed for idioms26). 

Interestingly, even though the recognition point has presumably moved, the response times in 

the ‘SRP-2’ and ‘SPR-1’ are almost identical. 

 

                                                
24 Simile Recognition Point hereinafter abbreviated as SRP.  
26 In Experiment A, it was assumed that around 70% of all the completions should be idiomatic in a certain 
position in order to locate the idiom’s key (RP) on this position (see section 3.6.4). 
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3.8.2.  Differences between ‘figurative’ and ‘literal’ context (Experiment B) 

The other question the reported study was expected to shed light on concerned the differences 

between literal and figurative contexts in relation with idiom processing. More specifically, it 

was predicted that, according to Giora’s (1997) Graded Salience Hypothesis, the ‘figurative’ 

context (i.e., the one supporting the idiom’s more salient meaning) should facilitate the 

processing of idioms to a greater extent than the ‘literal’ context (i.e., the one which supported 

the less salient meaning of an idiom). Indeed, this expectation seems to be confirmed by the 

data collected in Experiment B. Not only were cloze probabilities higher in the ‘figurative’ as 

opposed to the ‘literal’ context condition (see Figure 10) but also the RTs were faster if the 

preceding context supported an idiom’s more salient (i.e., figurative) meaning (see Figure 11). 

Note that, by the same token, this means that in the ‘literal’ context, i.e., a context not 

supporting the salient (figurative) meaning of a given expression, lower cloze probabilities 

and higher response times were obtained (see Figure 10 and 11). 

 

Figure 10. Mean cloze probabilities in 'literal' vs. 'figurative' contexts 
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Figure 11. Mean response times in ‘literal’ vs. ‘figurative’ contexts for IDIOMS TYPE 1, 2, and 3 

 

 However, in order to verify more closely Hypothesis 2 (see section 3.4) which 

predicted that greater facilitation of processing should be observed in all prompt locations 

when the preceding context is salient (i.e., ‘figurative’), a statistical analysis of response times 

and idiom cloze probabilities in ‘figurative’ and ‘literal’ conditions was performed with the 

aid of R software. As three kinds of idioms were used in Experiment B, the data for each 

group was analysed separately. More specifically, these three groups were: 

• IDIOMS TYPE 1:  

17 idiomatic expressions whose IRPs were assumed to be located after the first noun (e.g., 

dolewać oliwyIRP do ognia ‘to add fuelIRP to the fire’). These idioms were presented in all 

three prompt-location conditions in Experiment B. 

• IDIOMS TYPE 2: 

6 idiomatic expressions whose IRPs were assumed to be located after the preposition (e.g., 

zadać cios poniżejIRP pasa, lit. ‘to punch (sb) belowIRP the belt’). Idioms belonging to this 

group were presented in two conditions in Experiment B (the ‘IRP’ condition and ‘IRP-1’ 

condition) 
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• IDIOMS TYPE 3: 

7 idiomatic expressions whose IRPs were located after the idioms’ last words (e.g., trzymać 

coś w garściIRP, lit. ‘to hold something in one’s fistIRP’). Idiomatic expressions of this type 

were presented in one prompt-location condition only (the ‘IRP-1’ condition). 

 Idiom cloze responses and response times were analysed separately in the three groups 

mentioned above. Consequently, six statistical analysis were performed. The procedure, 

however, was fairly similar in all six cases. At the beginning of each analysis, all outliers that 

were identified were removed from the data sets. Also, a Shapiro-Wilk normality test as well 

as a Levene’s test were performed first on each group of idioms in order to confirm that the 

data is distributed parametrically and that it is homogenous. Due to the software’s sensibility 

towards NA values, all idioms for which an NA value appeared at least once were excluded 

from the analysis (this applies only to the three response times analyses as no NA value 

appeared in the cloze responses data sets)27. 

 First, for IDIOMS TYPE 1 a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) revealed a 

significant difference in idiom cloze response between ‘figurative’ and ‘literal’ context 

(F=9.631592e-04; p<0.00128) as well as between the ‘IRP-1’, and ‘IRP’ and ‘IRP+1’ prompt-

location conditions (F=7.134113e+01; p<0.001). Moreover, an interaction effect was 

observed between Context and Prompt conditions (F=8.460008e-01; p<0.001).  

 Due to the observed effects, it was necessary to look for simple main effects for 

Context, in the independent groups of idioms presented in the ’IRP-1’, ‘IRP’ and ‘IRP+1’ 

prompt-location conditions. However, pairwise T-tests which were separately run on idioms 

presented in each of these three conditions revealed no significant differences between idioms 

embedded in ‘figurative’ and ‘literal’ context. In other words, although MANOVA’s results 

were statistically significant, no separate significant results for each prompt condition were 

found. This seems to suggest that saliency influenced the production of idioms while taking 

into account the combination of all prompt-location conditions but it does not have an effect 

on each prompt-location condition independently. 

                                                
27 Both in Experiment A and B, an NA value were used only in situations in which cloze response for a given 
idiom equaled 0 in a particular condition and thus there was no possibility to calculate the response time for this 
idiom. 
28 The level of statistical significance was assumed for p-values lower than 0.05. 
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 The analysis of response times seems to further support the idea presented above. In 

the case of IDIOMS TYPE 1, MANOVA again revealed a significant difference between 

response times in ‘figurative’ and ‘literal’ context condition (F=0.06650953; p<0.001) and 

between RTs in the ‘IRP-1’, and ‘IRP’ and ‘IRP+1’ prompt-location conditions 

(F=29.45319344; p<0.001). On top of that, an interaction effect was observed between the 

context and prompt-location conditions (F=0.45757643; p<0.001). However, pairwise T-tests 

again, like in the case of idiom cloze probabilities of IDIOMS TYPE 1, revealed no 

statistically-significant differences between ‘figurative’ and ‘literal’ contexts when the three 

prompt-location conditions were analysed separately. 

 In IDIOMS TYPE 2, MANOVA revealed no statistically significant differences 

between the two context types, neither in the case of idioms’ cloze responses (effect of 

context: F=1.394, p=0.303; effect of prompt-location: F=2.404, p=0.196; interaction effect: 

F=1.494, p=0.289) nor in the case of response times (effect of context: F=0.304, p=0.62; 

effect of prompt-location: F=3.372 p=0.164; interaction effect: F=3.324, p=0.166). Also in 

IDIOMS TYPE 3, no statistically-significant results were obtained. As idiomatic expressions 

belonging to this group were presented only in one prompt-location condition (‘IRP-1’), 

pairwise T-tests were performed in this group instead of (M)ANOVAs. Significant 

differences were revealed neither in the analysis of idiom cloze probabilities (p=0.23) nor in 

the analysis of response times (p=0.13). 

 Statistically-significant differences between the more and less salient contexts were 

then only found in IDIOMS TYPE 1. As there is no reason to expect any kind of processing 

differences between IDIOMS TYPE 1 and IDIOMS TYPE 2 and/or 3, one could assume that 

the differences should perhaps be attributed to the sample sizes (17 observations in IDIOMS 

TYPE 1 group as opposed to 6 and 7 observations respectively in the groups of IDIOMS 

TYPE 2 and IDIOMS TYPE 3). It is then possible that the differences would be more 

significant in the last two groups of idioms, were the number of items belonging to these two 

groups higher.  

 There is one more issue, which should perhaps be addressed at this point, and more 

specifically, the fact that semantic priming can often influence the comparisons between 

salient and non-salient meanings activation. And more specifically, tasks focused on the 
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cross-modal priming paradigm in which the activation of literal and figurative meanings of an 

idiom is checked always involve the potential problem of the strong lexical priming effect in 

the case of literal targets. To illustrate the idea, one could expect “the bag” in the expression: 

“to let the cat out of the bag” to prime such targets as “THE SHOP” not necessarily because it 

was the literal meaning of an idiom which was activated but simply because the participants 

had just encountered a semantically-related item (in this case, “bag”) in the nearest vicinity. 

The effect seems impossible to overcome in the experiments that are focused on the priming 

effect. However, online probability cloze method should perhaps shed some light on this 

issue. 

 Although some of the contexts used in Experiment B of the study indeed do involve 

synonyms of the target items, the vast majority does not. For instance, an idiom pluć sobie w 

brodę ‘to be kicking oneself’ (literally: ‘to spit one’s own chin’) was preceded by the 

following sentence:  

(14) Dzisiaj w przedszkolu chłopcy wymyślili niepoważną zabawę, w czasie której 

 nawzajem pluli sobie w brodę. 

 ‘Today in the kindergarten, the boys invented an irresponsible game during 

 which  they were spitting their own chins.’ 

The context does not then involve any kind of words which one could expect to prime the 

word chin. Potential faster reaction times in the ‘literal’ context condition could not then be 

attributed to the semantic priming effect. As mentioned above, however, that even in this type 

of experimental task, in some cases in was impossible to eliminate all semantically-related 

words from the context in which an idiom was embedded (see a more detailed discussion of 

the material used in Experiment B of the study in section 3.7.2.). 

 Given that the results of Experiment B support the idea that it is the more salient 

(‘figurative’) context which facilitated the idioms’ production to a greater extent than the less 

salient (‘literal’) context, the slight advantage of ‘literal’ context over the ‘figurative’ one 

does not seem to pose a serious obstacle for the results’ analysis. In fact, one could expect the 

effect of saliency to be even better reflected in cloze probabilities/response times, if the 

semantic priming effect was possible to eliminate completely. 
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3.8.3.  Differences between ‘neutral’ and ‘figurative’ contexts (Experiment A vs.  

 Experiment B) 

As mentioned above, it was the ‘figurative’ context that seemed to facilitate the processing of 

idioms to a greater extent than the ‘literal’ context for which no such facilitation was observed 

at all. However, while comparing the results of Experiment A (no context) with those of 

Experiment B (solely for ‘figurative’ context), the facilitation in idiom production could be 

observed mainly in the data for cloze probabilities (Figure 12) and not in response times 

(Figure 13). 

 

 

Figure 12. Mean cloze probabilities in ‘neutral’ and ‘figurative’ contexts 

 

 In Figure 11 above, it is visible that the preceding context was particularly helpful 

before IRP, which is in accordance with Hypothesis 1 (recall section 3.4). Mean cloze 

probability raised from 21.27% in Experiment A to 49.46% in Experiment B (in the 

‘figurative’ context condition). Wilcoxon singed-rank test confirmed that this difference was 

statistically significant (Z= -3.827, p<0.001). However, it would be difficult to claim that IRP 

moved as the established threshold (around 70%) was not exceeded. One could then conclude 

that for the majority of idioms presented in the study, the location of the idiom’s key did not 
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change under the influence of context. 

 According to Hypothesis 3 (see section 3.4), idiom cloze probabilities in the ‘IRP’ 

and ‘IRP+1’ prompt-location conditions in the ‘neutral’ and ‘figurative’ contexts should be 

comparable. Indeed, in the ‘IRP’ condition, the difference between mean cloze probability in 

‘neutral’ (M=89.03) and ‘figurative’ (M=91.30) contexts turned out to be statistically 

insignificant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: Z= -0.785, p=0.433). Similar results were obtained 

in the ‘IRP+1’ condition, as no statistically-significant differences were observed between the 

‘neutral’ (M=93.00) and ‘figurative’ (M=96.47) conditions (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: Z = -

0.659, p=0.510). Thus, Hypothesis 3 seems to be supported by the obtained data: it was 

confirmed that when idioms are presented on or after the IRP, the ‘neutral’ context condition 

elicited similar cloze probabilities as the ‘figurative’ context condition. 

 More interestingly, reaction times were even faster in the ‘neutral’ then in the 

‘figurative’ context condition (Figure 12). Again, the difference seems to be particularly well-

visible before the idiom’s key. However, the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed that the 

differences were not statistically significant for all three prompt-location conditions (‘IRP-1’: 

Z= -0.454, p=0.650; ‘IRP’: Z= -1.521, p=0.128; ‘IRP+1’: Z= -0.639, p=0.523). 

 

 

Figure 13. Mean response times in ‘neutral’ and ‘figurative’ context conditions 
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 Even though the differences turned out to be statistically-insignificant, they still may 

seem contrary to the initial expectations (see section 3.4) as the facilitation related to context 

was predicted to be visible not only in the idioms’ cloze probabilities but also in response 

times (cf. Hypothesis 1: “Also, for the subset of participants who will indeed complete the 

phrases idiomatically, the response times in the ‘IRP-1’ prompt-location condition should be 

shorter in the ‘figurative’ when compared with the ‘neutral’ context condition”). However, 

given that the term ‘neutral’ context condition refers, in fact, to no context at all, the obtained 

results may be explained in terms of presumed integration processes present in the ‘figurative’ 

and ‘literal’ context conditions but absent in the ‘neutral’ context condition. And more 

specifically, in the first two cases the comprehenders encountered a necessity to integrate the 

word/phrase they were about to utter with a highly complex (an independent clause preceded 

by a location/temporal adverbial and followed by a dependent clause) sentential context. 

 

3.8.4.  Literal versus idiomatic processing (filler responses analysis) 

One of the most unexpected findings of the study concerned the surprisingly fast response 

times in the ‘neutral’ as opposed to both ‘figurative’ and ‘literal’ context conditions (see 

Figure 9). What seemed particularly puzzling was the analysis of RTs in the ‘IRP-1’ 

condition. Although the idiom cloze probabilities in the ‘neutral’ context were fairly low 

before the idioms’ recognition point (M=21.27), those participants who provided an idiomatic 

continuation for the phrases did so surprisingly fast (M=0.64). It might seem necessary then to 

account for some kind of an additional mechanism responsible for the unexpected rapidness in 

idioms’ production. 

 Indeed, on the basis of the Superlemma Model (Sprenger et al. 2006) one could expect 

facilitation in idioms’ (as opposed to literal phrases’) production. Such an advantage would 

stem from common lexical entries binding of an idiomatic phrase subcomponents. As no such 

bindings have been found for literal collocations (ibid.), one could predict that the response 

times for literal phrases which served as fillers in Experiment A would be higher when 

compared to idioms.  

 To examine the prediction more carefully, a post-hoc analysis of response times for 
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fillers was performed with the aid of Praat software (the RTs measurement was done in the 

same way as it was earlier done for idioms and similes; see section 3.6.4). As it was possible 

to finish the literal phrases with various (though often semantically-related) words, a mean 

response time was calculated out of all semantically and syntactically plausible endings that 

were provided (N=2304, M=1.17). As in Experiment A there were three filler types that 

differed in length (collocations type I: transitive verbs, collocations type II: transitive verbs 

followed by a complement or part of a complement and collocations III: transitive verbs 

followed by a complement and a preposition), means were calculated for each filler type (see 

Figure 14 below).  

 

 

Figure 14. Mean response times for the 3 types of collocations 
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Figure 15. Response times for idioms vs. collocations in ‘neutral’ context 

 

 As one can observe (Figure 15), the mean response time for idioms in Experiment A 

(M=0.84, the value refers to the data from all prompt-location conditions) was 0.33 sec. faster 

than the mean RT for collocations (M=1.17). T-test comparing these two means showed that 

the difference was statistically significant: M1-M2=0.8464-1.1744=-0.32793, sd=0.3839; 

se=0.0405 95% CI of difference: -0.4073 <-0.32793< -0.2486 (Wald) t-difference: -8.101 df-

t: 89.4; p<0.001 (left p: 1; two sided: 0). That is why, the results seem to confirm that thanks 

to additional lexical bindings between idioms’ sub-components, a facilitation in the 

production of idiomatic phrases may be observed in such psycholinguistic tasks as online 

cloze probabilities tests.  

 

3.9.  Chapter summary 
 

The aim of this chapter was to describe the study conducted in order to investigate the role of 

context in the processing of idioms. The first four sections of the chapter provided 

information concerning the research questions, predictions, and hypotheses as well as the 

detailed description of the methodology (i.e., two-stage online probability test).  
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The next section described the two pre-tests that were conducted: the familiarity pre-test and 

the saliency pre-test. What followed was a description of two respective stages of the idiom 

production study: Experiment A (in which the idioms’ recognition points were determined) 

and Experiment B (in which the role of context was investigated more thoroughly). The 

information about subjects who participated in the study, the materials used and procedure 

applied were provided in sections 3.6. (Experiment A) and 3.7. (Experiment B). Lastly, the 

analysis of the obtained results was detailed in section 3.8. The facilitation provided by 

context was primarily reflected in the differences between idiom cloze probabilities in 

‘neutral’ (M=21.27) and ‘figurative’ (M=49.67) contexts (in ‘IRP-1’ condition). This finding 

seems to be compatible with Hypothesis 1 formulated in section 3.4. on the basis of the 

Configuration Model (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988). However, the response times of those 

participants who provided idiomatic continuations in these conditions (i.e., ‘IRP-1_neutral’ 

and ‘IRP-1_figurative’ condition) were faster when the preceding context was ‘neutral’ 

(M=1.01) as opposed to ‘figurative’ (M=1.10), which is incompatible with Hypothesis 1 but 

may be attributed to a longer integration processes when the preceding context was 

‘figurative’. When it comes to Hypothesis 2, it seems to be fully confirmed by the results as 

the advantage of the ‘figurative’ over ‘literal’ context was reflected in both idiom cloze 

probabilities and response times, which supports the Graded Salience Hypothesis (Giora 

1997). Yet more evidence for the correctness of the Graded Salience Hypothesis comes from 

the fact that no statistically significant difference was observed between ‘figurative’ and 

‘neutral’ contexts in the ‘IRP’ and ‘IRP+1’ conditions, as predicted by Hypothesis 3. In 

accordance with the GSH, both these contexts are congruent with the more salient meanings 

of idiomatic expressions as the expressions embedded in the neutral context were “by default” 

interpreted as figurative. 
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Conclusions 
 

The aim of this work was to investigate the role of context in the processing of idioms. As 

context has been assumed to affect lexical word production and recognition (e.g., van Berkum 

et al. 2005), one could expect that the effects of context should affect the processing of idioms 

as well. The theoretical and empirical background related to the role of discourse in 

psycholinguistic tasks has been presented in Chapter 1. In summary, the empirical research 

devoted to this issue seems to suggest that the comprehenders are able to activate some 

perceptual or semantic features of the target word even before it has been recognized (which 

provides support for the so-called predictive accounts). Context is thus considered to already 

facilitate processing at its early stages.  

 The most influential accounts related to the processing of idioms have been presented 

in Chapter 2. One of them, the Configuration Model (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988), highlights 

the role of the so-called idiom’s recognition point (IRP) up to which an idiomatic expression 

is processed literally. The facilitation provided by context could then, according to this model, 

be observed in terms of the idiom’s key (IRP) movements or, in other words, faster 

recognition of an idiomatic expression. Another highly influential model explaining the 

processing of idioms is the Graded Salience Hypothesis (Giora 1997), which distinguishes 

between the more and less salient (i.e., default) meanings of the figurative expressions. 

Experimental research discussed in Chapter 2 (e.g., Cieślicka et al. 2009) seems to support the 

notion that it is the figurative meaning of an idiomatic expression that is more salient in L1. 

One could therefore not only expect the general influence of context on the processing of 

idioms but also significant differences related to the types of context. And more specifically, 

the kind of context supporting the more salient (i.e., figurative) meaning of an idiomatic 

expression should facilitate its production/comprehension to a greater extent than the context 

suggesting the less salient (i.e., literal) meaning. 

 In order to test these predictions, a two-stage online cloze probability study was 

designed. The technique was used, for instance, by Staub et al. (2015) and presents a number 

of advantages when compared with standard offline cloze probability tests. Most importantly, 

the method enforces rapid response production which then enables researchers to check which 
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meaning was indeed activated first by the participants.  

 As there are many factors that are said to influence the processing of idioms (such as 

syntactic structure, familiarity, or literality) a careful selection of experimental material 

(dictionary inspections and pre-tests) preceded the actual experiments. Then, in Experiment 

A, 20 subjects, all of whom were native speakers of Polish, read the expressions appearing on 

the computer screen, one word at a time. A horizontal line served as a prompt to utter the first 

word(s) which they could think of (up to three words could be produced). Their answers were 

analysed both in terms of the idiom cloze probability and response time. On the basis of such 

an analysis, IRPs for 51 idiomatic expressions were determined, 30 of which were later 

presented in two types of contexts (‘literal’ and ‘figurative’) in Experiment B. 

 Out of three models explaining idiom comprehension/production which were 

presented in Chapter 2, two of them (the Graded Salience Hypothesis as well as the 

Superlemma Model) seem to be fully supported by the study’s results and one of them 

(namely, the Configuration Model) seems to be only partially supported by the obtained data.  

When it comes to the expectations developed on the basis of the Configuration Model, a 

facilitation in idiomatic phrase production has been observed in terms of higher cloze 

probabilities: the idioms were recognised to a larger extent when embedded in context rather 

than presented without any preceding context. However, it does not seem justified to postulate 

that the idioms’ keys (IRPs) indeed moved under the context’s influence, as the cloze 

probability in any of the three context conditions (i.e., ‘neutral’, ‘figurative’ and ‘literal’) 

never exceeded 60-70%, which was assumed to be the threshold for an IRP. Interestingly, a 

recognition point movement was observed for similes that served as one sub-group of fillers 

used at both stages of the experiment. 

 On the other hand, the expectations formulated on the basis of the Graded Salience 

Hypothesis seem to be confirmed by the study, i.e., the less salient (i.e., ‘literal’) context 

indeed facilitated the production of idioms to a lesser extent than the more salient (i.e., 

‘figurative’) context. Not only were the cloze probabilities lowest in the ‘literal’ context 

condition but also the response times were highest (longest). Also, the Superlemma Model of 

idiom production seems to be supported by the obtained results. More specifically, a post-hoc 

data analysis revealed that the response times for target items (i.e., idioms) were much lower 
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when compared with the RTs for filler items that were literal collocations. This difference 

could be attributed to the common lexical bindings existent for idioms’ sub-components but 

non-existent for the sub-parts of common literal phrases. 

 To sum up, the study’s results seem to suggest that context can facilitate the 

processing of idioms. However, most probably due to sentence integration mechanisms, such 

a facilitation could be observed mainly in the increase of idioms’ probability clozes rather 

than in lower response times. This idea would be additionally supported by the fact that the 

same pattern emerged for similes, which served as one group of fillers in both Experiment A 

(when they were presented without context) and Experiment B (when they were presented in 

the ‘figurative’ context). According to the expectations, the type of context in which idioms 

are embedded can also influence the results of idioms’ production tasks. The context 

supporting the more salient meaning of an expression facilitates the production to a greater 

extent than the context suggesting the less salient interpretation of this expression. This 

difference was observed both in idioms’ cloze probabilities and in response times.  

 Some other phenomena observed involve lower (shorter) response times for idioms 

presented without any context when compared with literal collocations. The facilitation could 

perhaps be attributed to common lexical entries binding idioms’ sub-components and seems 

to provide a support for the Superlemma Model (Sprenger et al. 2006). 
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Appendix 1: Idioms used in the study 
Idiom in 
Polish 

Literal translation in 
English 

English equivalent (if exists) When was it used?  
(only Experiment A 
/both Experiment A and 
Experiment B)29 

budować 
zamki na 
lodzie 

‘to build castles on the ice’ to build castles in the air only Experiment A 

budować 
zamki na 
piasku 

‘to build castles on the sand’ to build castles in the air both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

chodzić spać 
z kurami 

‘to go to sleep with hens’ to keep early hours only Experiment A 

chować głowę 
w piasek 

‘to hide your head in the 
sand’ 

to bury one’s head in the sand both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

chwycić byka 
za rogi 

‘to take the bull by the 
horns’ 

to take the bull by the horns both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

chwycić 
kogoś za 
gardło 

‘to grip somebody by the 
throat’ 

to touch somebody’s 
heartstrings 

only Experiment A 

dać komuś w 
kość 

‘to hit somebody in his 
bone’ 

to give somebody a hard time only Experiment A* 

dolewać 
oliwy do 
ognia 

‘to add olive to the fire’ to add fuel to the fire both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

dostać 
obuchem w 
głowę 

‘to be hit by a war-hammer’ to hit somebody like a 
sledgehammer 

only Experiment A 

dzielić skórę 
na 
niedźwiedziu 

‘to share the skin on a bear’ to count your chickens before 
they are hatched 

only Experiment A 

dzielić włos 
na czworo 

‘to split a hair into four 
parts’ 

to split hairs both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

kłaść kogoś 
na łopatki 

‘to lay somebody onto his 
shoulder blades’ 

to pin somebody down only Experiment A* 

kuć żelazo 
póki gorące 

‘to forge the iron while it is 
hot’ 

to strike while the iron is hot both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

kupować kota 
w worku 

‘to buy a cat in a sack’ to buy a pig in a poke both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

mieć asa w 
rękawie 

‘to have an ace in a sleeve’ to have an ace up one’s sleeve both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

  
                                                
29 When it comes to pre-tests, all idioms presented in the table were used in the familiarity pre-tests, and 
idioms marked with an asterisk were also used in the saliency pre-test. 
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mieć głowę 
na karku 

‘to have a head on the neck’ to have one’s head screwed 
one 

both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

mieć klapki 
na oczach 

‘to have blinkers on one’s 
eyes’ 

to be blinkered both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

mieć piasek 
pod 
powiekami 

‘to have sand under one’s 
eyelids’ 

lit. ‘the feeling of grit in the 
eye’ 

only Experiment A 

mieć piasek w 
rękawach 

‘to have sand in one’s 
sleeves’ 

lit. ‘to be lazy’  only Experiment A 

mieć serce na 
dłoni 

‘to have hear on one’s hand’ to have one’s heart in the 
right place 

only Experiment A 

mieć węża w 
kieszeni 

‘to have a snake in one’s 
pocket’ 

lit. ‘to be mean’ only Experiment A 

pluć sobie w 
brodę 

‘to spit at one’s own chin’ to be kicking oneself both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

policzyć coś 
na palcach 

‘to count something on 
one’s fingers’ 

to count something on the 
fingers of one hand 

only Experiment A 

postawić coś 
pod młotek 

‘to put something under the 
hammer’ 

lit. ‘to sell something’ only Experiment A 

postawić 
kogoś na 
piedestale 

‘to put somebody on a 
pedestal’ 

to put somebody on a pedestal only Experiment A 

postawić 
kogoś pod 
pręgierzem 

‘to put somebody under a 
whipping post’ 

lit. ‘to criticise somebody in 
public’ 

only Experiment A 

postawić 
kropkę nad i 

‘to put a dot above an i’ to dot one’s I’s both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

prowadzić 
kogoś za rękę/ 
rączkę 

‘to lead somebody by his 
hand’ 

to lead by the hand both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

puścić parę z 
ust 

‘to release the steam from 
one’s mouth’ 

to spill the beans both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

rozstawiać 
kogoś po 
kątach 

‘to order somebody into a 
corner’ 

to throw your weight around both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

rzucać 
grochem o 
ścianę 

‘to throw the beans against a 
wall’ 

to waste one’s breath both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

rzucać perły 
przed wieprze 

‘to throw the pearls in front 
of the pigs’ 

to cast pearls before swine only Experiment A 

sprzedać coś 
na pniu 

‘to sell something on a 
stump’ 

to sell something fast only Experiment A 

szukać dziury 
w całym 

‘to look for a hole in the 
whole’ 

to nitpick both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 
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trzymać coś w 
garści 

‘to hold something in one’s 
fist’ 

to have a hold on both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

trzymać język 
za zębami 

‘to hold one’s tongue 
behind one’s teeth’ 

to hold one’s tongue both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

trzymać 
kogoś pod 
kloszem 

‘to hold somebody under a 
cloche’ 

to wrap somebody in cotton 
wool 

both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

trzymać rękę 
na pulsie 

‘to hold your hand on the 
pulse’ 

to be switched on both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

uderzać kogoś 
po kieszeni 

‘to hit somebody’s pocket’ lit. ‘to cost a lot’ only Experiment A 

 urabiać ręce            
 po łokcie 

‘to mould one’s hand up to 
the elbows’ 

to work one’s fingers to the 
bone 

both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

walić głową 
w mur 

‘to bang one’s head against 
a brick wall’ 

to bang one’s head against a 
brick wall 

both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

wbić gwóźdź 
do trumny 

‘to drive the nail into the 
coffin’ 

to drive the final nail into the 
coffin 

both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

wpuszczać 
kogoś w 
maliny 

‘to let somebody into the 
raspberries’ 

to lead somebody up the 
garden path 

both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

wpuścić 
kogoś w kanał 

‘to let somebody into the 
channel’ 

to lead somebody up the 
garden path 

only Experiment A* 

wrzucić coś 
na ruszt 

‘to throw something onto 
the grill’ 

to grab something to eat both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

wsadzić kij w 
mrowisko 

‘to put a stick into an 
anthill’ 

to put the cat among the 
pigeons 

both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

wylać dziecko 
z kąpielą 

‘to throw the baby out with 
the bathwater’ 

to throw the baby out with the 
bathwater 

only Experiment A 

wyłożyć karty 
na stół 

‘to lay one’s cards on the 
table’ 

to lay one’s cards on the table both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

wyłożyć kawę 
na ławę 

‘to put the coffee on the 
bench’ 

to lay one’s cards on the table both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 

wysadzić 
kogoś z siodła 

‘to drop somebody off the 
saddle’ 

lit. ‘to deprive somebody 
some rank, office, privilege, 
etc.’ 

only Experiment A 

zadać cios 
poniżej pasa 

‘to punch somebody below 
the belt’ 

to blow below the belt both Experiment A and 
Experiment B* 
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Appendix 2: Familiarity pre-test results 
Idiom mean Idiom mean 

zadać cios poniżej pasa 6.972 prowadzić kogoś za rączkę 6.706 

mieć klapki na oczach 6.971 dzielić włos na czworo 6.676 

dać komuś w kość 6.971 rzucać grochem o ścianę 6.647 

mieć głowę na karku 6.971 wbić gwóźdź do trumny 6.639 

dolewać oliwy do ognia 6.971 urabiać ręce po łokcie 6.618 

chować głowę w piasek 6.971 kłaść kogoś na łopatki 6.588 

kuć żelazo póki gorące 6.971 budować zamki na piasku 6.529 

trzymać język za zębami 6.944 postawić kogoś na piedestale 6.412 

mieć asa w rękawie 6.944 dzielić skórę na niedźwiedziu 6.353 

szukać dziury w całym 6.944 mieć węża w kieszeni 6.235 

wyłożyć kawę na ławę 6.944 policzyć coś na palcach 6.206 

trzymać rękę na pulsie 6.941 mieć serce na dłoni 6.194 

pluć sobie w brodę 6.941 chwycić kogoś za gardło 5.750 

chwycić byka za rogi 6.917 chodzić spać z kurami 5.500 

postawić kropkę nad i 6.917 rzucać perły przed wieprze 5.147 

wrzucić coś na ruszt 6.882 mieć piasek pod powiekami 5.088 

trzymać kogoś pod 
kloszem 

6.882 wysadzić kogoś z siodła 5.088 

wsadzić kij w mrowisko 6.853 dostać obuchem w głowę 5.029 

wpuszczać kogoś w 
maliny 

6.853 uderzać kogoś po kieszeni 4.971 

walić głową w mur 6.806 postawić coś pod młotek 4.529 

wpuścić kogoś w kanał 6.778 wylać dziecko z kąpielą 4.265 

rozstawiać kogoś po 
kątach 

6.765 postawić kogoś pod pręgierzem 4.147 

wyłożyć karty na stół 6.765 sprzedać coś na pniu 4.147 

kupować kota w worku 6.765 budować zamki na lodzie 3.382 

puścić parę z ust 6.765 mieć piasek w rękawach 1.500 

trzymać coś w garści 6.722   
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Appendix 3: Saliency pre-test results 
 

Idiom figurative literal other Idiom figurative literal other 

chować głowę w 
piasek 

100.00% 0 0 urabiać ręce po 
łokcie 

95.24% 4.76% 0 

chwycić byka za 
rogi 

100.00% 0 0 wpuszczać kogoś 
w maliny 

95.24% 4.76% 0 

dolewać oliwy do 
ognia 

100.00% 0 0 rozstawiać kogoś 
po kątach 

95.24% 0.00% 4.76% 

kuć żelazo póki 
gorące 

100.00% 0 0 rzucać grochem o 
ścianę 

95.24% 0 4.76% 

kupować kota w 
worku 

100.00% 0 0 wpuścić kogoś w 
kanał 

95.24% 0 4.76% 

mieć asa w 
rękawie 

100.00% 0 0 kłaść kogoś na 
łopatki 

90.48% 9.52% 0 

mieć klapki na 
oczach 

100.00% 0 0 puścić parę z ust 90.48% 9.52% 0 

prowadzić kogoś 
za rączkę 

100.00% 0 0 wyłożyć karty na 
stół 

90.48% 9.52% 0 

szukać dziury w 
całym 

100.00% 0 0 zadać cios poniżej 
pasa 

90.48% 9.52% 0 

trzymać język za 
zębami 

100.00% 0 0 pluć sobie w 
brodę 

90.48% 4.76% 4.76% 

trzymać kogoś 
pod kloszem 

100.00% 0 0 trzymać coś w 
garści 

90.48% 4.76% 4.76% 

trzymać rękę na 
pulsie 

100.00% 0 0 wrzucić coś na 
ruszt 

90.48% 4.76% 4.76% 

walić głową w 
mur 

100.00% 0 0 budować zamki 
na piasku 

90.48% 0 9.52% 

wyłożyć kawę na 
ławę 

100.00% 0 0 wbić gwóźdź do 
trumny 

90.48% 0 9.52% 

dać komuś w 
kość 

95.24% 4.76% 0 wsadzić kij w 
mrowisko 

90.48% 0 9.52% 

mieć głowę na 
karku 

95.24% 4.76% 0 dzielić włos na 
czworo 

71.43% 4.76% 23.81% 

postawić kropkę 
nad i 

95.24% 4.76% 0     
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Appendix 4: Fillers (Experiment A)  
All fillers used 

Filler English 
translation 

Type Filler English 
translation 

Type 

cierpieć to suffer transitive verb bawić się w to play in verb+noun+preposition 

cmoknąć to smack transitive verb brać udział w to take part in verb+noun+preposition 

gadać to chatter transitive verb budzić się nad to wake up by verb+noun+preposition 

gardzić to condemn transitive verb ciągnąć się w to stretch out to verb+noun+preposition 

karmic to feed transitive verb czesać włosy w to brush one’s 
hair in 

verb+noun+preposition 

kopać to kick transitive verb czuć się jak to fell like verb+noun+preposition 

kosztować to cost transitive verb dawać coś w to give 
something in 

verb+noun+preposition 

liczyć to count transitive verb dowiedzieć się o to find out 
about 

verb+noun+preposition 

myć to wash transitive verb działać zgodnie z to act in 
accordance 
with 

verb+noun+preposition 

napisać to write transitive verb karać kogoś za to punish 
somebody for 

verb+noun+preposition 

naruszać to 
undermine 

transitive verb kłaść się na to lie down on verb+noun+preposition 

nawiązywać to form transitive verb kochać kogoś do to love 
somebody till 

verb+noun+preposition 

obejrzeć to watch transitive verb krzyczeć coś na to shout 
something at 

verb+noun+preposition 

obliczać to calculate transitive verb martwić się o to worry about verb+noun+preposition 

obrać to peel transitive verb mówić coś bez to say 
something 
without 

verb+noun+preposition 

odczuwać to feel transitive verb mruczeć coś pod to mumble 
something 
under 

verb+noun+preposition 

odkładać to delay transitive verb nauczyć się na to learn 
something by 

verb+noun+preposition 

odrzucać to refuse transitive verb oczekiwać czegoś 
z 

to expect 
something with 

verb+noun+preposition 

odwiedzać to visit transitive verb odkładać coś na to put 
something on 

verb+noun+preposition 

oferować to offer transitive verb oglądać coś z to watch 
something with 

verb+noun+preposition 
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ofiarować to donate transitive verb opalać się na to sunbath on verb+noun+preposition 

oglądać to observe  transitive verb opisać coś w to describe 
something in 

verb+noun+preposition 

ogłosić to announce transitive verb oskarżać kogoś o to accuse 
somebody of 

verb+noun+preposition 

omówić to discuss transitive verb otworzyć drzwi na to open the 
door to 

verb+noun+preposition 

opisać to describe transitive verb poderwać się z to jump up to verb+noun+preposition 

opracować to work out transitive verb podkreślać coś z to emphasize 
something with 

verb+noun+preposition 

organizować to organize transitive verb pojąć coś w to grasp 
something with 

verb+noun+preposition 

pić to drink transitive verb pomóc komuś w to help 
somebody with 

verb+noun+preposition 

pilnować to look after transitive verb porozumiwać się z to communicate 
with 

verb+noun+preposition 

pocałować to kiss transitive verb potraktować coś z to treat 
something with 

verb+noun+preposition 

pociągać to attract transitive verb powstrzymywać 
się od 

to restrain from verb+noun+preposition 

powiedzieć to say transitive verb przekonać kogoś 
do 

to persuade 
somebody to 

verb+noun+preposition 

proponować to propose transitive verb przeprowadzać z 
kimś 

to perform 
something with 

verb+noun+preposition 

przekroić to cut transitive verb przyprawiać 
kogoś o 

to make 
somebody 

verb+noun+preposition 

przetworzyć to process transitive verb skupiać na czymś to focus on verb+noun+preposition 

przygotować to prepare transitive verb służyć komuś za to serve 
somebody for 

verb+noun+preposition 

przyrzec to swear transitive verb śmiać się do to laugh about verb+noun+preposition 

realizować to realise transitive verb traktować coś po to treat 
something with 

verb+noun+preposition 

rozważyć to consider transitive verb ulepić coś z to form 
something from 

verb+noun+preposition 

rozprostować to smooth 
out 

transitive verb uśmiechnąć się do to smile to verb+noun+preposition 

ryzykować to risk transitive verb uważać coś za to consider 
something as 

verb+noun+preposition 

stwierdzić to claim transitive verb wyleczyć kogoś z to cure 
somebody from 

verb+noun+preposition 

tańczyć to dance transitive verb wyprowadzać się 
z 

to move out 
from 

verb+noun+preposition 
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unikać to avoid transitive verb wyrwać coś z to extract 
something from 

verb+noun+preposition 

wygrać to win transitive verb wywierać na 
kimś 

to impose 
something on 

verb+noun+preposition 

wymieniać to exchange transitive verb wzbudzić w 
kimś 

to raise 
something in 

verb+noun+preposition 

wymyślić to make up transitive verb wzruszać się do to move to verb+noun+preposition 

wyśmiać to laugh 
about 

transitive verb zachować coś 
dla 

to keep 
something for 

verb+noun+preposition 

wzruszyć to thrill transitive verb zaczynać coś od to start 
something from 

verb+noun+preposition 

zacisnąć to clench transitive verb znać coś na to know 
something 

verb+noun+preposition 

zgrzytać to grate transitive verb znaleźć coś w to find 
something in 

verb+noun+preposition 

błagać o to beg for verb+preposition biały jak śnieg lit. ‘as white as 
snow’ 

short simile 

czytać ciekawą to read an 
interesting 

verb+noun/adj. blady jak ściana lit. ‘as pale as a 
wall’ 

short simile 

dokonać 
wielkiego 

to 
accomplish 
a great 

verb+noun/adj. brzydki jak noc lit. ‘as ugly as a 
night’ 

short simile 

doprowadzić 
do 

to lead to verb+preposition chudy jak patyk lit. ‘as thin as a 
stick’ 

short simile 

doskonalić 
swoje 

to master 
one’s 

verb+noun/adj. chytry jak lis lit. ‘as cunning 
as a fox’ 

short simile 

działać na to act on verb+preposition ciemny jak noc lit. ‘as dark as a 
night’ 

short simile 

hodować 
domowe 

to breed 
farm 

verb+noun/adj. czerwony jak 
burak 

lit. ‘as red as a 
beetroot’ 

short simile 

iść leśną to follow a 
forest 

verb+noun/adj. dumny jak paw lit. ‘as proud as 
peacock’ 

short simile 

jeździć na to ride on verb+preposition głodny jak wilk lit. ‘as hungry 
as wolf’ 

short simile 

krzyczeć do to shout at verb+preposition głupi jak but lit. ‘as stupid as 
a shoe’ 

short simile 

nabrać 
jasnych 

to gather 
lighter 

verb+noun/adj. grzeczny jak 
aniołek 

lit. ‘as good as 
a little angel’ 

short simile 

napisać na to write on verb+preposition jasny jak słońce lit. ‘as bright as 
a sun’ 

short simile 

opowiedzieć o to tell about verb+preposition lekki jak piórko lit. ‘as light as a 
feather’ 

short simile 
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otrzymać 
rządowe 

to receive 
government
al 

verb+noun/adj. łagodny jak 
baranek 

lit. ‘as mild as a 
lamb’ 

short simile 

patrzeć na to look at verb+preposition mądry jak sowa lit. ‘as smart as 
an owl’ 

short simile 

pić mocną to drink 
strong 

verb+noun/adj. odskoczyć jak 
oparzony 

lit. ‘to leap 
away like 
somebody 
scalded’ 

short simile 

pochodzić z to come 
from 

verb+preposition odważny jak lew lit. ‘as brave as 
a lion’ 

short simile 

podjąć mądrą to undertake 
a smart 

verb+noun/adj. potulny jak 
owieczka 

lit. ‘as docile as 
a lamb’ 

short simile 

podrzeć na to tear up verb+preposition pracowity jak 
pszczoła 

lit. ‘as hard-
working as a 
bee’ 

short simile 

pojechać na to go to verb+preposition przebiegły jak 
lis 

lit. ‘as clever as 
a fox’ 

short simile 

posłać radosny to send a 
lovely 

verb+noun/adj. radosny jak 
skowronek 

lit. ‘as cheerful 
as a lark’ 

short simile 

pracować na to work on verb+preposition silny jak tur lit. ‘as strong as 
an aurochs’ 

short simile 

ponieść 
dotkliwą 

to suffer a 
horrible 

verb+noun/adj. stary jak świat lit. ‘as old as 
the world’ 

short simile 

prosić o to ask for verb+preposition ślepy jak kret lit. ‘as blind as 
a mole’ 

short simile 

przegrać z to lose with verb+preposition tani jak barszcz lit. ‘as cheap as 
a beetroot soup’ 

short simile 

przejść przez to go 
through 

verb+preposition uparty jak osioł lit. ‘as stubborn 
as a donkey’ 

short simile 

przyrządzić 
smaczne 

to prepare a 
tasty 

verb+noun/adj. wielki jak dąb lit. ‘as big as an 
oak’ 

short simile 

pytać o to ask about verb+preposition wierny jak pies lit. ‘as faithful 
as a dog’ 

short simile 

rozmyślać o to think 
about 

verb+preposition zdrowy jak ryba lit. ‘as healthy 
as a fish’ 

short simile 

rozpoznać 
groźną 

to identify a 
dangerous  

verb+noun/adj. zimny jak lód lit. ‘as cold as 
ice’ 

short simile 

sadzić 
wspaniałe 

to plant 
wonderful 

verb+noun/adj. nudzić się jak 
mops 

lit. ‘to be as 
bored as a 
pugdog’ 

long simile 

skakać na to jump on verb+preposition cicho jak 
makiem zasiał 

lit. ‘(it is) quiet 
as if somebody 
has sown 
poppy-seeds’ 

long simile 
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stoczyć 
brutalną 

to fight a 
brutal 

verb+noun/adj. cieszyć się jak 
dziecko 

lit. ‘to be as 
happy as a 
child’ 

long simile 

świadczyć 
komuś 

to serve 
someone 

verb+noun/adj. funkcjonować 
jak szwajcarski 
zegarek 

lit. ‘to function 
like in a Swiss 
clock’ 

long simile 

toczyć zaciekłą to conduct a 
bitter 

verb+noun/adj. gadać jak 
karabin 
maszynowy 

lit. ‘to chaffer 
like a machine-
gun’ 

long simile 

uderzyć w to hit 
against 

verb+preposition przejść jak ręką 
odjął 

lit. ‘to go away 
as if taken by 
hand’ 

long simile 

upiec domowe to bake a 
home-made 

verb+noun/adj. przyciągać 
kogoś jak 
magnes 

lit. ‘to attract 
somebody like 
a magnet’ 

long simile 

urzadzić 
czyjąś 

to set up 
somebody’s 

verb+noun/adj. stanąć jak słup 
soli 

lit. ‘to stand 
like a salt-pole’ 

long simile 

usłyszeć 
zbiorowy 

to hear a 
collective 

verb+noun/adj. ubogi jak mysz 
kościelna 

lit. ‘(to be) as 
poor as a mouse 
in a the church’ 

long simile 

uważać na to be aware 
of 

verb+preposition widoczny jak na 
dłoni 

lit. ‘(to be) 
visible like on a 
palm of one’s 
hand’ 

long simile 

wierzyć w to believe in verb+preposition kłamać jak z nut lit. ‘to lie as 
from notes’ 

long simile 

wisieć w to hang in verb+preposition lunąć jak z 
cebra 

lit. ‘to rain like 
from a bucket’ 

long simile 

wpadać do to fall into verb+preposition pęknąć jak 
bańka mydlana 

lit. ‘to buzz like 
a soap bubble’ 

long simile 

wyjaśnić 
wielką 

to solve a 
great 

verb+noun/adj. czytać w kimś 
jak w otwartej 
księdze 

lit. ‘to read in 
somebody like 
in an open 
book’ 

long simile 

wykorzystać 
czyjąś 

to use one’s verb+noun/adj. drzeć się jakby 
kogoś ze skóry 
obdzierali 

lit. ‘to shout as 
if one’s skin 
was worn 
away’ 

long simile 

wywoływać 
wielką 

to bring 
forth 

verb+noun/adj. obchodzić kogoś 
jak zeszłoroczny 
śnieg 

lit. ‘to care 
about 
something like 
for the last year 
snow’ 

long simile 

zamieszkać na to settle in verb+preposition pamiętać coś jak 
przez mgłę 

lit. ‘to 
remember 
something like 
through a fog’ 

long simile 
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zjeść solidny to eat a 
solid 

verb+noun/adj. rozejść się jak 
świeże bułeczki 

lit. ‘to sell like 
fresh buns’ 

long simile 

znikać za to disappear 
behind 

verb+preposition trzymać się jak 
tonący brzytwy 

lit. ‘to grasp 
something like 
a sinking man 
is grasping a 
razor’ 

long simile 

zrobić mały to make a 
small 

verb+noun/adj. bać się jak 
diabeł święconej 
wody 

lit. ‘to be afraid 
of something 
like the devil is 
afraid of sacred 
water’ 

long simile 

zwyciężyć w to triumph 
in 

verb+preposition czepiać się jak 
rzep psiego 
ogona 

lit. ‘to pick on 
something like 
a Velcro is 
picking on a 
dog’s tail’ 

long simile 
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Appendix 5: Lists (before randomization) 

Filler list 1 Filler list 2 Filler list 3 

bać się jak diabeł bać się jak diabeł święconej bać się jak 

chwytać się czegoś jak chwytać się czegoś jak tonący chwytać się czegoś 

cicho cicho jak cicho jak makiem 

cieszyć cieszyć się cieszyć się jak 

czepiać się jak rzep czepiać się jak rzep psiego czepiać się jak 

czuć się jak u siebie czuć się jak u siebie w czuć się jak u 

czytać w kimś jak czytać w kimś jak w czytać w kimś jak w otwartej 

dobrze jak u Pana Boga za dobrze jak u Pana dobrze jak u Pana Boga 

drzeć się jakby kogoś drzeć się jakby kogoś ze drzeć się jakby kogoś ze skóry 

działać na kogoś jak płachta działać na kogoś jak płachta na działać na kogoś jak 

funkcjonować funkcjonować jak funkcjonować jak szwajcarski 

gadać gadać jak gadać jak karabin 

iść jak krew iść jak krew z iść jak 

kłamać kłamać jak kłamać jak z 

kombinować jak koń kombinować jak koń pod kombinować jak 

lubić się jak pies lubić się jak pies z lubić się jak 

lunąć lunąć jak lunąć jak z 

mądry jakby wszystkie mądry jakby wszystkie rozumy mądry jakby 

mnożyć się jak grzyby mnożyć się jak grzyby po mnożyć się jak 

nudzić nudzić się nudzić się jak 

obchodzić kogoś jak obchodzić kogoś jak zeszłoroczny obchodzić kogoś 

pamiętać coś jak pamiętać coś jak przez pamiętać coś 

pewne jak amen pewne jak amen w pewne jak 

pęknąć pęknąć jak pęknąć jak bańka 

pilnować jak oka w pilnować jak pilnować jak oka 

podobni jak dwie krople podobni jak podobni jak dwie 

pomieszane jak groch z pomieszane jak pomieszane jak groch 

poruszać się jak słoń poruszać się jak poruszać się jak słoń w 

powstawać jak feniks z powstawać jak  powstawać jak feniks 

przejść przejść jak przejść jak ręką 

przepadać jak kamień w przepadać jak przepadać jak kamień 

przyciągać przyciągać kogoś przyciągać kogoś jak 

rozejść się jak rozejść się jak świeże rozejść się 
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rozmawiać jak równy z rozmawiać jak rozmawiać jak równy 

rozpaść się jak domek z rozpaść się jak rozpaść się jak domek 

ruszać się jak mucha w ruszać się jak ruszać się jak mucha 

siedzieć cicho jak mysz pod siedzieć cicho jak siedzieć cicho jak mysz 

spadać jak grom z jasnego spadać jak grom spadać jak grom z 

stanąć stanąć jak stanąć jak słup 

strzec czegoś jak oka w strzec czegoś jak strzec czegoś jak oka 

traktować kogoś jak piąte koło u traktować kogoś jak piąte traktować kogoś jak piąte koło 

ubogi ubogi jak ubogi jak mysz 

uczepić się jak rzep uczepić się jak rzep psiego uczepić się jak 

widoczny widoczny jak widoczny jak na 

wpaść jak śliwka w wpaść jak  wpaść jak śliwka 

biały jak biały błagać o 

blady jak blady czytać ciekawą 

brzydki jak brzydki dokonać wielkiego 

chudy jak chudy doprowadzić do 

chytry jak chytry doskonalić swoje 

ciemny jak ciemny działać na 

czerwony jak czerwony hodować domowe 

dumny jak dumny iść leśną 

głodny jak głodny jeździć na 

głupi jak głupi pociągać 

grzeczny jak grzeczny powiedzieć 

jasny jak jasny proponować 

lekki jak lekki przekroić 

łagodny jak łagodny przetworzyć 

mądry jak mądry przygotować 

odskoczyć odskoczyć jak przyrzec 

odważny odważny jak  realizować 

potulny potulny jak rozważyć 

pracowity pracowity jak rozprostować 

przebiegły przebiegły jak ryzykować 

radosny radosny jak stwierdzić 

silny silny jak tańczyć 

stary stary jak unikać 

ślepy ślepy jak wygrać 
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tani tani jak wymieniać 

uparty uparty jak wymyślić 

wielki wielki jak wyśmiać 

wierny wierny jak wzruszyć 

zdrowy zdrowy jak zacisnąć 

zimny zimny jak zgrzytać 

cierpieć cierpieć cierpieć 

cmoknąć cmoknąć cmoknąć 

gadać gadać gadać 

gardzić gardzić gardzić 

karmić karmić karmić 

kopać kopać kopać 

kosztować kosztować kosztować 

liczyć liczyć liczyć 

myć myć myć 

napisać napisać napisać 

naruszać naruszać naruszać 

nawiązywać nawiązywać nawiązywać 

obejrzeć obejrzeć obejrzeć 

obliczać obliczać obliczać 

obrać obrać obrać 

odczuwać odczuwać odczuwać 

odkładać odkładać odkładać 

odrzucać odrzucać odrzucać 

odwiedzać odwiedzać odwiedzać 

oferować oferować oferować 

ofiarować ofiarować ofiarować 

oglądać oglądać oglądać 

ogłosić ogłosić ogłosić 

omówić omówić omówić 

opisać opisać opisać 

opracować opracować opracować 

organizować organizować organizować 

pić pić pić 

pilnować pilnować pilnować 

pocałować pocałować pocałować 
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błagać o opowiedzieć o pytać o 

czytać ciekawą otrzymać rządowe rozmyślać o 

dokonać wielkiego patrzeć na rozpoznać groźną 

doprowadzić do pić mocną sadzić wspaniałe 

doskonalić swoje pochodzić z skakać na 

działać na podjąć mądrą stoczyć brutalną 

hodować domowe podrzeć na świadczyć komuś 

iść leśną pojechać na toczyć zaciekłą 

jeździć na posłać radosny uderzyć w 

krzyczeć do pracować na upiec domowe 

nabrać jasnych ponieść dotkliwą uradzić czyjąś 

napisać na prosić o usłyszeć zbiorowy 

opowiedzieć o pytać o uważać na 

otrzymać rządowe rozmyślać o wierzyć w 

patrzeć na rozpoznać groźną wisieć w 

pić mocną sadzić wspaniałe wpadać do 

pochodzić z skakać na wyjaśnić wielką 

podjąć mądrą stoczyć brutalną wykorzystać czyjąś 

podrzeć na świadczyć komuś wywoływać wielką 

pojechać na toczyć zaciekłą zamieszkać na 

posłać radosny uderzyć w zjeść solidny 

pracować na upiec domowe znikać za 

ponieść dotkliwą uradzić czyjąś zrobić mały 

prosić o usłyszeć zbiorowy zwyciężyć w 

bawić się w poderwać się z kochać kogoś do 

brać udział w podkreślać coś z krzyczeć coś na 

budzić się nad pojąć coś w martwić się o 

ciągnąć się w pomóc komuś w mówić coś bez 

czesać włosy w porozumiewać się z mruczeć coś pod 

czuć się jak potraktować coś z nauczyć się na 

dawać coś w powstrzymywać się od oczekiwać czegoś z 

dowiedzieć się o przekonać kogoś do odkładać coś na 

działać zgodnie z przeprowadzać z kimś oglądać coś z 

karać kogoś za przyprawiać kogoś o opalać się na 

kochać kogoś do skupiać na czymś opisać coś w 

krzyczeć coś na służyć komuś za oskarżać kogoś o 
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martwić się o śmiać się do otworzyć drzwi na 

mówić coś bez traktować coś po poderwać się z 

mruczeć coś pod ulepić coś z podkreślać coś z 

nauczyć się na uśmiechnąć się do pojąć coś w 

oczekiwać czegoś z uważać coś za położyć się na 

odkładać coś na wyleczyć kogoś z pomóc komuś w 

oglądać coś z wyprowadzać się z porozumiewać się z 

opalać się na wyrwać coś z potraktować coś z 

opisać coś w wywierać na kimś powstrzymywać się od 

oskarżać kogoś o wzbudzić w kimś przekonać kogoś do 

otworzyć drzwi na wzruszać się do przeprowadzać z kimś 

położyć się na zachować coś dla przyprawiać kogoś o 
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Appendix 6: Contexts 
Target sentences (Experiment B): 

Literal context Figurative context 

Pod koniec rozgrywki na ringu jeden z bokserów 
powalił przeciwnika na ziemię i zadał cios poniżej 
pasa. 

W czasie kłótni przyjaciel wypomniał mi dawny błąd 
i tym samym zadał cios poniżej pasa. 

Podczas przejażdżki zauważyliśmy, że wszystkie 
ciągnące bryczkę konie mają klapki na oczach. 

Do niedawna matka zupełnie nie dostrzegała wad 
syna, zupełnie jakby miała klapki na oczach. 

Wczoraj ulepiona w czasie lekcji figurka była już 
prawie gotowa, ciągle jednak nie miała głowy na 
karku. 

Kilka dni temu mój przyjaciel znalazł się w trudnej 
sytuacji, ale na szczęście miał głowę na karku. 

Tamtego wieczoru mężczyzna chciał wzniecić w 
ognisku większy płomień, więc dolał oliwy do ognia.  

W czasie debaty politycy obrzucali się wyzwiskami, 
a prowadzący tylko dolewał doliwy do ognia. 

W czasie pobytu w zoo dzieci rozbawił 
przestraszony struś, który schował głowę w piasek. 

W czasie awantury chciałem uniknąć 
odpowiedzialności, więc schowałem głowę w piasek. 

Podczas pracy w kuźni kowal zauważył, że piec już 
stygnie, więc kuł żelazo póki gorące. 

Podczas gry na giełdzie nie mieliśmy wiele czasu, 
więc zdecydowaliśmy się kuć żelazo póki gorące. 

W dzieciństwie logopeda próbował nauczyć mnie 
wymawiać poprawnie głoskę “l” i kazał mi trzymać 
język za zębami. 

W czasie przyjęcia nie chciałem zdradzić tajemnicy, 
więc trzymałem język za zębami. 

Podczas gry w karty z wielkim oburzeniem 
zauważyłem, że mój kolega cały czas ma asa w 
rękawie. 

W pracy wszyscy uważali mnie za słabeusza, lecz ja 
jako szwagier szefa miałem asa w rękawie. 

Tym razem z braku dowodów, że uszkodzony jest 
tylko fragment jelita, należy koniecznie poszukać 
dziury w całym. 

W czasie wizyty ciotka wszędzie dopatrywała się 
problemów, ale tylko szukała dziury w całym. 

W czasie rozpakowywania zakupów mama wyjęła z 
torby niewielką paczkę i wyłożyła kawę na ławę. 

W czasie lekcji nauczyciel chciał dobrze 
wytłumaczyć uczniom zagadnienie, więc wyłożył 
kawę na ławę. 

W czasie udzielania pomocy chciałam sprawdzić 
tętno dziecka, więc cały czas mu trzymałam rękę na 
pulsie. 

Podczas trzęsienia ziemi byliśmy w 
niebezpieczeństwie, więc wszyscy cały czas trzymali 
rękę na pulsie. 

Dzisiaj w przedszkolu chłopcy wymyślili 
niepoważną zabawę. w czasie której nawzajem pluli 
sobie w brodę. 

Podczas studiów odrzuciłem raz propozycję pracy i z 
tego powodu do dziś pluję sobie w brodę. 

Podczas zaciętej walki torreador był tak 
zdesperowany, że postanowił chwycić byka za rogi. 

Jakiś czas temu dostałem niezwykle atrakcyjną 
ofertę pracy, więc chwyciłem byka za rogi. 

W czasie dyktanda starałem się pisać jak najładniej, 
więc szczególnie starannie postawiłem kropkę nad i. 

Tuż przed spotkaniem wszystko było już prawie 
gotowe i pozostało tylko postawić kropkę nad i. 

W czasie pikniku długo rozstawialiśmy palenisko, 
więc dopiero po jakimś czasie mogliśmy wrzucić coś 
na ruszt. 

W czasie zwiedzania miasta wszyscy bardzo 
zgłodnieli, więc postanowiliśmy wrzucić coś na 
ruszt. 
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Podczas pikniku chłopiec złapał motyla w siatkę, a 
po powrocie z łąki przez długi czas trzymał go pod 
kloszem.  

W dzieciństwie rodzice nie chcieli narażać syna na 
niebezpieczeństwo, więc trzymali go pod kloszem. 

W czasie wyprawy do lasu chciałem oszacować 
rozmiar siedliska mrówek, więc włożyłem kij w 
mrowisko. 

W czasie dyskusji nie chciałem nikogo obrazić, ale 
nieświadomie włożyłem kij w mrowisko. 

W czasie spaceru chłopiec chciał zrobić sąsiadom 
kawał, więc po ściągnięciu psu smyczy wpuścił go w 
maliny. 

W młodości mój przyjaciel miał do mnie zaufanie aż 
do momentu, gdy wpuściłem go w maliny. 

W czasie pielgrzymki modlący się często popadają w 
ekstazę i wyglądają, jakby walili głową w mur. 

W czasie próby przekonania siostry do zmiany 
decyzji czułam, że walę głową w mur. 

Gdy w czasie lekcji uczniowie za bardzo rozrabiali, 
nauczycielka w ramach kary rozstawiała ich po 
kątach. 

W poprzedniej pracy moja szefowa czuła się 
uprawniona, żeby rozstawiać nas po kątach. 

Tamtego wieczoru chcieliśmy już przystąpić do gry 
w brydża, więc z entuzjazmem wyłożyłem karty na 
stół. 

Po tak długim czasie nie mogłem już dłużej milczeć, 
więc wyłożyłem karty na stół. 

W sklepie z zabawkami chciałem początkowo kupić 
pluszowego psa w pudełku, ale kupiłem kota w 
worku. 

Przed zakupem samochodu poprosiłem o jazdę 
próbną, bo nie chciałem kupować kota w worku. 

W czasie spaceru chciałem przekonać koleżankę o 
ujemnej temperaturze, więc puściłem parę z ust. 

Po tygodniach oczekiwania chciałem zdradzić innym 
sekret, ale nadal nie mogłem puścić pary z ust. 

W czasie zabawy dziewczynka złapała motyla, po 
czym przez długi czas delikatnie trzymała go w 
garści.  

W czasie przesłuchania złodziej próbował znaleźć 
alibi, ale policjant trzymał go w garści. 

W czasie spaceru nie chciałem stracić synka z oczu, 
więc cały czas prowadziłem go za rączkę. 

W pierwszych dniach nowy pracownik był 
zagubiony, więc trzeba było prowadzić go za rączkę. 

W czasie badania dermatolog chciał zbadać stan 
owłosienia, więc ostrym skalpelem podzielił włos na 
czworo. 

W czasie wymiany zdań wszyscy zachowywali się 
bardzo nieprofesjonalnie i dzielili włos na czworo. 

Pod nieobecność mamy w kuchni, dzieci wyjęły z 
szafki kilka puszek i zaczęły rzucać grochem o 
ścianę. 

W czasie bezowocnej dyskusji miałem wrażenie, że 
rzucam grochem o ścianę. 

W czasie pracy stolarz spieszył się przed zbliżającym 
się pogrzebem, więc pospiesznie wbił gwóźdź do 
trumny. 

Niedawno mimo przemęczenia przyjąłem dodatkowe 
obowiązki i tym samym wbiłem gwóźdź do trumny. 

W czasie plastyki dzieci nie umiały obchodzić się z 
gliną, więc prawie cała klasa miała urobione ręce po 
łokcie. 

W pracy zależało mi na zdobyciu sympatii 
przełożonych, więc od rana do nocy urabiałem ręce 
po łokcie.  

W czasie pobytu na plaży dzieci były bardzo 
zadowolone, więc radośnie budowały zamki na 
piasku. 

W czasie igrzysk mój brat nie miał żadnych szans na 
wygraną, lecz mimo to ciągle budował zamki na 
piasku. 
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Fillers (Experiment B): 

Fillers containing 
similes 

Fillers/Type 1 (12 
examples) 

Fillers/Type 2 (12 
examples) 

Fillers/Type 3 (12 
examples) 

Niedawno znany aktor 
nieprzyjemnie 
potraktował fankę, która 
uczepiła się go jak rzep 
psiego ogona. 

W czasie ostatniego 
meczu zaimponowało mi, 
że tak mocno kopnął 

Na ostatnich zajęciach 
byłem znudzony i 
zdawało mi się, że wykład 
ciągnie się w 

W czasie wakacji 
najczęściej pływaliśmy w 
rzece albo bawiliśmy się 
w 

Na imprezie u znajomych 
panowała tak miła 
atmosfera, że czułem się 
jak u siebie w domu. 

Podczas zakupów 
zauważyłam w sklepie 
śliczną sukienkę, ale 
niestety kosztowała 

Pewnego zimowego 
popołudnia chciał się 
zrelaksować, więc 
przeczytał ciekawą 

Jako dziecko pływałam 
tylko amatorsko i dopiero 
po kilku latach wzięłam 
udział w 

W dzieciństwie mieszkał 
u ciotki, ale było mu tam 
dobrze jak u Pana Boga 
za piecem. 

Przed rozpoczęciem 
przygotowywania obiadu 
ubrałam fartuch i umyłam 

Po analizie wyników 
badań naukowiec zdał 
sobie sprawę, że dokonał 
wielkiego 

Zeszłej nocy położyłam 
się spać wcześnie i w 
konsekwencji obudziłam 
się nad 

Podczas wizyty u 
dentysty mój brat płakał i 
darł się, jakby go ze skóry 
obdzierali. 

Tuż przed północą 
chciałam położyć się 
spać, ale musiałam 
jeszcze napisać 

Na zebraniu pracownicy 
opowiadali, jak mają 
zamiar doskonalić swoje 

Przez większość czasu 
nosiła włosy 
rozpuszczone, ale tamtego 
dnia uczesała je w 

Podczas kolacji wszyscy 
plotkowali, co działało na 
mnie jak płachta na byka. 

Podczas pobytu nad 
morzem nie tylko 
wypoczął, ale przede 
wszystkim nawiązał 

W dzieciństwie często 
odwiedzałem na wsi 
dziadków, którzy 
hodowali domowe 

Początkowo chciałam 
odkupić od koleżanki 
tamten szal, jednak ona 
dała mi go w 

W młodości próbowałem 
nauczyć się chińskiego, 
ale nauka szła mi jak 
krew z nosa. 

W czasie lekcji bardzo się 
spieszyłem, żeby jak 
najszybciej obliczyć 

Podczas wycieczki 
odpoczęliśmy 
podziwiając stare drzewa 
i powoli idąc leśną 

W czasie akcji ratunkowej 
nie popełnili żadnego 
błędu, bo działali zgodnie 
z 

Kilka lat temu nie było tu 
wcale restauracji, jednak 
dzisiaj mnożą się jak 
grzyby po deszczu. 

Kiedy obiad był już 
prawie gotowy, mama 
zorientowała się, że 
zapomniała obrać 

Po nieprzespanej nocy 
była tak zmęczona, że 
wypiła aż trzy mocne 

W młodości nie zdawał 
sobie sprawy, że 
koleżanka ze szkoły 
kocha go do 

Od zawsze bardzo 
lubiłem ten długopis, 
więc pilnowałem go jak 
oka w głowie. 

Kilka tygodni temu 
spotkałam dawną 
znajomą, wobec której 
zawsze odczuwałam 

Po chwili nie byłem już 
przekonany, czy na 
pewno podjąłem mądrą 

Kilka lat temu straciła 
pracę, w efekcie czego 
ciągle musiała martwić 
się o 

Niedawno chciałem 
odszukać ten dokument, 
ale najwyraźniej przepadł 
jak kamień w wodę. 

W czasie sprzątania jedna 
z książek spadła mi na 
podłogę, więc odłożyłem 

Tamtego dnia mama była 
mi bardzo wdzięczna, bo 
pomogłem jej 

Kilka dni temu chciałem 
do niego zagadać, ale on 
tylko mruknął coś pod 

W czasie spotkania 
sprawiło mi radość, że 
przełożony rozmawiał ze 
mną jak równy z równym. 

W ostatni weekend byłem 
bardzo zajęty i nie 
zdążyłem odwiedzić 

Gdy zobaczyłem na ulicy 
sąsiadkę, pomachałem jej 
i posłałem radosny 

Jakiś czas temu tak 
bardzo spodobała mi się 
piosenka, że nauczyłam 
się jej na 
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W tamtej chwili 
uświadomiłem sobie, że 
cały nasz misterny plan 
rozpadł się jak domek z 
kart. 

W czasie wizyty w 
Warszawie zgubiliśmy 
drogę, ale pewna pani 
zaoferowała nam 

W czasie przyjęcia u 
nowych znajomych 
chciałem wypaść jak 
najlepiej, żeby 
przypodobać się 

Na wczasach 
zauważyłem, że choć była 
blondynką, opalała się na 
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